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ABSTRACT

The properties of two types of space-charge flow crossed-field

electron guns are investigated. The first type is a form of short gun;

the second one is a type of long gun in which the electron stream is

accelerated adiabatically. Both guns are intended for use in M-type

injected beam microwave devices in which, ideally, electron beams satisfy

the conditions of laminar Brillouin flow. In practice, such beams have

not been previously achieved.

Certain nonlaminar, more complex flow models which are supported in

the same environment as Brillouin flow are discussed. From a survey of

previous types of crossed-field guns, it was concluded that the beams

from these guns were of this more complex type.

The analytic basis for the present guns was then developed; these

guns are based upon the space-charge flow solution of the plane magnetron

diode as first derived by Benham. The short gun was based on the exact

qform of this solution, while the long gun resulted from a simple approx-

* imation to this solution which was shown to be valid under certain initial

conditions at the cathode. As these solutions are semi-infinite in extent

and since the guns use only a finite portion of the flow, it was necessary,

by means of an external system of electrodes, to synthesize the proper

boundary conditions along the edges of the beam. The electrode system

for both guns wtas obtained by means of a method of analytic continuation

due to Kirstein and Lomax. The guns obtained in this manner are con-

vergent, and have the advantage that the current density at the cathode

and hence the total current emitted from the gun can be predicted.

Examples of both types of guns were designed and built. In regard

to emission characteristics, both guns behaved substantially as predicted

by the theory. Experimental values of the total emitted current, as a

function of gun voltage and magnetic field, were found to be in very

good agreement with approximate analytic expressions which were derived

for these relationships. The short gun produced a beam which was seemingly

a good approximation to planar Brillouin flow and moreover, a beam

relatively free of the characteristic crossed-field instalit*es. The

beam from the long gun, however, was found to be unstable under certain

condit.ions. The results of additional experiments with the beam from

S;



this gun indicated that this instability, as evidenced by the collection

of current by a negatively biased sole electrode, was the result of

growth along the beam of a disturbance originating near the cathode and

and which was probably related to the formation of a potential minimum

associated with space-charge limited emission. Furthermore, the rate

of growth along the beam was found to scale with Xc , the beam cyclotron

wavelength, and moreover, became relatively small for sufficiently large

values of X . On the basis of these observations it is possible to

account for stability of the beam from the short gun and, more generally,

to relate the dc properties of the crossed-field beam to its stability.

- iv -
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LIT OF SYMBOLS

aTerm defined by Eq. (A.18).

0The dc propagation constant of the beam.

Oe Term defined by Eq. (A.18).

0 p The beam plasma propagation constant.

A The distance between the sole and focusing electrode at

the gun exit plane.

5 The beam thickness.

e0  The permittivity of free space.

TIThe charge to mass ratio of the electron I < 0

9 The angle between the potential gradient and an incremental

distance along an electron trajectory.

c  The beam cyclotron wavelength )c - 2tv c

PO The charge density in the beam.
a 0  The surface charge density.

The beam potential.

The potential associated with th? normal component of
thermal velocities at the cathode.

The potentials above and below the beam, respectively.

fiA The potential of the gun-accelerating anode in volts.

fic The cathode potential in volts.
fico The collector potential in volts.

ct The circuit potential in volts.

fis The sole potential in volts.

0 Normalized potential 0 - -(oC Wc

* The angle of incidence of the beam or a trajectory with
respect to the sole plane.

W c The radian cyclotron frequency of the beam c -"Bo

W The radian beam plasma frequency w2 = PO.-

A , B , C , D Space-charge parameters defined by Eq. (A.8).

a The cathode-anode spacing of the French short gun; also

the half width of the sole slots.

B0  The uniform dc magnetic field.

b The distance from the center of the cathode to the gun

exit plane.
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c The coordinate specifying the location of the sole.

d The sole-circuit spacing.

E0 The uniform dc electric field.

E OY The transverse dc electric field.

G Geometrical quantities appearing in the emission equations for

H the short gun, G = Sbc0 12 2, H - S(TLah).

h The spacing between the anode and focusing electrode at the gun

exit plane.

IA  The current collected by the gun anode.

I cThe total cathode current.

Ico The collector current.

Ict The current collected by the circuit.

I s  The current collected by the sole.

Jy The current den3ity at the cathode.

J+, J- Current densities associated with the two components of double
y y

streaming nonlaminar flow.

j The square root of -1.

L The normalized cathode length L - n c3/ 'i" (t).

It The length of the cathode.
M Geometrical constant appearing in the long gun emission equation

M . SG/2bh2 .

m The mass of the electron.

Px The x-component of generalized momentum.

r The radius of cyclotron gyration.

S The area of the cathode.

s Arc length measured along a trajectory.

t The time in seconds.

u The normalized time or transit angle u = wct

ub The transit angle at tne gun exit plane.
v The velocity at a particular point in the beam.

The velocity of injection into a region of uniform crossed-fields.

The average beam velocity equal in magnitude to E/B O for
a single electron.

W The complex potential function in the u v plane.
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. The width of the beam; also the complex variable u + jv

X Normalized distance X a (G0 c3/.qJy)X .

x The distance measured parallel to the plane of the cathode or sole.

x 0 The x-coordinate at time t - 0 or the unperturbed value of x

Y Normalized distance Y = ( 0e 3/,j,)y
y Distance measured perpendicular to the plane of the cathode or sole.

YO The y-coordinate at time t = 0 , the unperturbed value of y or
the distance of the beam above the sole.

Z Complex normalized parameter Z - X + JY

z The distance measured parallel to the magnetic field.
0 In general, subscript 0 indicates an initial or stationary value,

while subscript 1 indicates a first order perturbation. As usual,

time differentiation d/dt( ) is indicated by ()
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°. I. INTRODUCT-ON

In recent years interest has increased in the class of microwave

devices employing electron streams which move through mutually perpen-

dicular electric and magnetic fields. Historically, the first and prob-

ably the most important of these devices was the magnetron oscillator.

More recently, a series of backward and forward wave oscillators and

amplifiers employing linear non-reentrant crossed-field electron streams

have been proposed and studied. These devices are usually of two types

where either: (1) the bean is emitted from a continuous cathode, or (2)

the beam is focused and injected into the interaction region by means of

a suitable gun structure. This distinction is illustrated in Fig. 1.1.

This paper is concerned with an experimental study of some new types of

guns for the latter configuration, frequently designated as the M-type

injected beam device.

The new guns which have been investigated are based upon space-

charge flow solutions first obtained for the plane magnetron by Benham,

Brillouln2 and others a number of years ago. The gun design technique

is similar to that for the Pierce gun in that an infinite space-charge

flow is simulated by a finite, convergent portion of this flow and an

external system of electrodes which synthesize the proper boundary con-

ditions on the edges of this convergent flow. The electrode sl.apes have

been found using a method due to Kirstein and Lomax.4 Two types of guns

which are similar to the "short" and "long" guns of the French have been

obtained by this method. Both guns are convergent, the short gun having

a convergence of order ten while in principle the long gun is capable of

considerably greater convergence. Both guns are designed to operate in

a uniform dc magnetic field, and as they are based on space-charge flow

solutions, the total current as a function of gun voltage and magnetic

field may be specified analytically.

While the primary purpose of this paper is to present the results

of a detailed experimental study of both of these types of guns, a number

of related topics will be considered, either for the sake of completeness

or to present experimental results not directly concerned with the two

guns but which are relevant to general problems of crossed-field optics.

- 1



eBo

Circuit

Cathode Collector

a. Continuous cathode

Gun

b. Injected beam

FIG. 1.1--Basic configurations of nonre-entrant linear beam
crossed-field microwave devices.
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The nature of the steady-state electrn beam under ui.'Form .i-typ

crossed-fields in considered in Chapter II. Following in Chapter III is

a discussion of earlier forms of crossed-field guns. The theory of the

new guns is presented in Chapter IV and is followed by a discussion of

the experiments in the following chapter. A discussion of the results of

the experiments and recoiendations for further work is given in Chapter

VI.
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II. THE STEADY-STATE CROSSED-FIELD ELECTRON FLOW

A. INTRODUCTION

Most field analyses of M-type crossed-field devices assume a beam

whose unperturbed state is represented as planar Brillouin flow, or at

least as a simple modification of this model. %6 In practice, such a

beam is seldom, if ever, realized. In this chapter we shall consider the

well known properties of Brillouin flow and a number of nonlaminar models

given in the literature. These latter types of flow, which may exist

under the same external crossed-field conditions as those which support

a beam in Brillouin flow, are characterized by curvilinear trajectories

and probably represent a more realistic description of actual beans than

does the Brillouin flow model. In addition we shall consider the nature

of the resultant flow if Brillouin or near Brillouin beams are subjected

to sudden changes in the external crossed-field enviroment. Such a beam

might result from potential or field discontinuities between the gun

and interaction region either as a result of poor design or in practice

from varying the dc circuit voltage for tuning purposes.

The types of flow which we shall consider may be described physically

in terms of the macroscopic nature of the flow on its boundaries. The

three types of flow which are of interest are shown in Fig. 2.1. The

first of these, the sheet beam with rectilinear boundaries (Fig. 2.a),

will be discussed in terms of (1) the so called "single trajectory model"

which originates from the theory of the plane magnetron diode1 , 2 P7 and

(2) the hydrodynamical analysis as given by Miller.8  In both of these

cases planar Brillouin flow will be seen to be a special case of a more

complex flow with curvilinear trajectories. Figure 2.1b illustrates the

second form of flow to be discussed which is characterized by rippling

boundaries and a periodically varying thickness. This type of beam has

been analyzed by paraxial methods by Weters. 9 In the case of the third

type (Fig. 2.1c) the beam as a whole describes an undulatory path in space.

A small signal analysis under dc conditions for the thin beam case of c

is given in Appendix A. In the case of both b and c the spatial

periodicity of the flow is given approximately by Xc = 2nv0/% , where

v0 is the average dc velocity of the flow.



TBIB
a. Rectilinear boundaries

b. Undulating boundaries and
periodically varying thickness

c. Undulating bea

FIG. 2.1--External configuration of some types of flow supported
by crossed fields.



Having surveyed these various forms of crossed-field flow, we shall

then mention the requirements to be satisfied by suitable guns in terms

of (1) potential effectiveness in producing a beam approximating as closely

an possible Brillouin flow as well as (2) certain other practical con-

siderations or the characteristics of particular devices.

Throughout the discussion a number of assumptions will be made, and

for convenience they are listed as follows:

1. All quantities are invariant to chane in position in a direction

parallel to the uniform magnetic field. Thus the geometry is two dimen-

sional.

2. Only dc effects will be considered.

3. All relativistic effects will be ignored.

4. With the exception of same of the discussion of the flow illus-

trated in Fig. 2.1c, fields due to the image charges of the beam in the

sole and circuit electrodes will be ignored.

5. The effect of thermal velocities will be ignored.

B. CROSSED FIELD FLOW WITH RECTILINEAR BOUNDARIES

The geometry which we shall consider is shown in Fig. 2.2. The mag-

netic field is directed into the plane of the diagram along the negative

z axis. Since only dc phenomena are of interest, the slow wave circuit,

which is usually at a positive potential with respect to the sole, is

considered to be a smooth conducting plane.

This form of flow may be analyzed, either from the "Lagrangian" or

"Eulerian" points of view. The latter will be discussed in the section

describing the bydrodynamical analysis of Miller. In the former case,

after making some simplifying assumptions, it is possible to integrate

the equations of motion and obtain the electronic trajectories within

the beam. We shall now consider the details of this procedure.

1. The Single Trajectory Models.

In the geometry of Fig. 2.2., the components of the Lorentz equation

dv
= n( + vx (2.1)

'7 -
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become

y y+ M r- rE (2.2a)

x - ccy- 0 ,(2. 2b)

where Eoy is the total transverse field including space-charge forces.

All boundary conditions are considered to be uniform in the x-direction,

thus Eo - 0 . A description of electron motion, including the effects

of space charge, for the case where neither potential nor charge density

are functions of x, is then given by solving Eqs. (2.2) along with

Poisson's equation

dE OY PO(2.3)
dy e0

and the continuity equation

d (p } - o , (2. )

where P0  is volume charge density in the beam. If, in addition, the

flow originates at a unipotential cathode, conservation of energy requires

that

1(2 -2) +TO = o (2.5)

where 0 is the beam potential measured with respect to the cathode,

and E OY - " Y"
The nature of the solution of these equations depends upon further

simplifying assumptions regarding the form of the electron trajectories.

a. Brillouin Flow

In this case the flow is laminar, and all electrons are assumed to

move along parallel paths with y = y = 0 . As a result of space charge,

x becomes a function of y which we will denote as v(y) . By differen-

tiating Eq. (2.5) with respect to y and combining with Eq. (2.2a), we

find that

MY) .(2.6)

-e_ "



Equations (2.6), (2.5) and (2.3) then Imply that the charge density

within the beam is constant and given by
Lo% 2

Pc - 2 (2.7)

hence it follows that

12 ---. 2 (2.8)

S60

Thus, in the absence of ions, the space-cbarge density in this type of

beam is entirely controlled by the magnetic field, a condition first

noted by Brillouin.
1 0

A slightly more general form of lainar flow has been discussed by

Gould. 5 Thus if Eq. (2.2a) (with y - y - 0 as before) is combined with

Eq. (2.3) we obtain for the velocity gradient across the beam

av(y) qP 0  E2
- - - -. 9)

Equation (2.5) has not been used in the derivation of this expression.

Consequently, if Mp A wc , the implication in that all electrons in the

bean need not have the same total energyO 1 ) and that pO and hence

may not be constant across the beam. Hereafter in referring toP
"Brillouin" or "planar" flow, we shall be speaking of the monoenergetic

beam characterized by Eqs. (2.6) and (2.8).

The properties of the laminar beam from an equipotential cathode

are largely determined by the boundary conditions of the interaction

region. If the magnetic field, the sole and circuit voltages, and the

sole-current spacing are specified, only one degree of freedom, the beam

thickness, or equivalently, the total beam current per unit width, remains.

This follows as a result of the postulate of linear trajectories and

because the magnetic field determines the charge density. The linear

superposition of the field due to space charge and that supplied by the

(~is would be the case for a beam in the presence of rf fields.
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external electrodes, when divided by the: magnetic field, then uniquely

determine: the velocity at any point in the beam.

b. Nonlaminar Single Trajectory Model

We define a "single trajectory" beam as one in which all electron

trajectories are congruent in the geometric sense. Thus the Brillouin

berm my be considered as the simplest type of single trajectory flow.

We now consider a more complex form of flow which is nonlaininar

and which consists of a manifold of congruent periodic trajectories

uniformly distributed in the direction of flow as shown in Fig. 2.3a.

The motion is double streaming, with electrons moving between the beam

boundaries which are envelopes of the trajectory turning points. On the

boundaries the space-charge density is infinite. The bern is composed

of two classes of electrons, one with y > 0 the other with y < 0 .

The total net current associated with the transverse motion of these two

classes of electrons must be zero and at any point Jli must be the same

for eath class. Moreover, the trajectories must be symmetrical about

the turning points.

By means of an analysis essentially the same as for the plane sag-

netron,2 ,7 we may obtain the equations of the trajectories. We define

a transverse current density Jy such that
yQ

J y - p - 21Jy + I - 21J y 1 (2.10)

where J and J " are the current densities associated with the twoy Y
components of the double streaming flow. We further assume that the beam

originates, with zero velocity, from a cathode which does not intercept

magnetic flux. Under these conditions it can be shown that the curl of

the generalized momentum mv - eA (where A is the magnetic vector

potential) must vanish everywhere in the beam. It follows that

+[- CO(y - yO)lwhich we define as Px , is a constant of the motion,

equal for all electrons in the beam.

We consider a single trajectory such that at time t = 0 the elec-

tron following this trajectory is on the lower edge of the beam at y = YO

As the electric field has only a y component we may write

dE P0
O =-y' -Z ; (2.11)

dt 0 0

* -ii "
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FIG. 2.3--Single trajectory beam.
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hence

J
E _Y t + E " , (2.12)

O0

where E O" is the transverse electric field at the lover edge of the

beam. By substituting this expression into Eq. (2.2a) and integrating,

noting that at the turning points S - 0 , we obtain

y - Yo " (1 - cOsWct) + (%et - sinct) . (2.13)

Substituting Eq. (2.13) into Eq. (2.2b) and integrating, results in the

other trajectory equation

X " ( M . ( ( c t  - i h , t ) + oi,, t -

__wl 

+ coo

Here y0 and x0  are the coordinates of the electron at the lower edge

of the beam at t - 0

We note from Eq. (2.13) that and y vanish when o t assumesc
even integral multiple values of n if and only if

.5H. = ) . (2.15)

This requirement is equivalent to specifying that the net acceleration

experienced by an electron at the lower edge of the beam is zero. If

this condition is satisfied, the beam becomes "striated" (see Fig. 2.3b)

with internal planes of inflection which have infinite charge density

as do the beam boundaries. At the values of y corresponding to these

striations, S and * are both zero so that the transverse motion

may reverse its direction, that is, S may undergo a change in sign.

- 13 -



Consequently, the double streaming may occur between striations as well

as between the actual beam boundaries.

Adequate discussions of these striations and the associated double

streamirgeffects have been given in conjunction with the theory of the

plane magnetron. 2 ' 7 The principal distinction between the case of the

magnetron and beam which we have discussed is the nature of the boundary

conditions at the lower edge of the space charge. Thus in the case of

the magnetron, this boundary is at the cathode, and ignoring thermal

velocity effects, the vanishing of E here is a necessary condition

for striations, while for the beam the more general statement of Eq. (2.15)

must be true.

Externally, the striated beam is indistinguishible from a Brillouin

flow beam since for a given longitudinal current per width in the z

direction, the striated beam has the same thickness, the same position

relative to the sole and circuit, and the same potential and fields on its

boundaries as does the planar beam. Indeed, the planar beam may be con-

sidered as the limiting case of an infinite number of striations.

If Eq. (2.15) does not hold, the beam is less compact and has a lower

charge density than striated or laminar flow. In effect, such a flow has

an extra degree of freedom associated with the value of the parameter in

Eq. (2.15). In practice, it is thought that the various forms of the

long gun (Chapter III) produce beams which approximate ;he nonstriated

single trajectory model. To the knowledge of the author, neither the

planar nor striated forms have been realized experimentally by previous

workers.

2. Miller's Hydrodynamical Analysis

Miller has considered the nonlaminar M-type of crossed-field beam

from a somewhat different point of view. The single trajectory model is

an application of the '"agrangian formulation" of beam dynamics, in that

electrons are considered as definite particles whose orbits are obtained

explicitly as functions of the time. Miller adopts the hydrodynamical or

'Eulerian" approach to take account of nonlaminar flow. Motion of the

space-charge stream is described in terms of the local average velocity,

the local average space-charge density, and a velocity distribution

function which is a function of the phase space coordinates. It is assumed

14



that all particles within a given volume element of the stream must have

equal speeds, but not necessarily equal velocities, thus permitting

individual electron trajectories to cross. The distributio4 function

then gives a measure of the angular spread in velocity direction about

the average value in a given volume element in the stream.

The Lorentz equation in this hydrodynamic formalism is written as

follows:

dVo V (Po)
- +(Eo + vo x Bo) . (2.16)dt PO0 - 0 -

Here v0 and pO are the local average values of velocity and charge

density. Coul forces are included in the electric field intensity

E0 * The term P is an antisymmetric tensor completely analogous to the

hydrodynamic pressure tensor. The components of P are then of the

form

P -- fuuj FLU - uj (2.17)

The subscripted u's are the components in an orthogonal coordinate

system of the vector u - v - v0 , where v ranges over all possible

velocity directions. The distribution function F(v,r) is defined such

that

f dv =O -0 (2.18)

and hence

v2= fFvdv_ (2.19)

In the case of laminar flow, F becomes a 5 function, and u and

hence all Pi, are identically zero.

This hydrodynamical formalism is used to analyze a nonlaminar M-

type flow. Externally, this flow model is the same as that of the pre-

ceding sections in that the stream boundaries are rectilinear. In addition,

the following assumptions are made. (Refer to Fig. 2.2.)
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(1) The averag, stream veloity is assumeu to ha% . onl," an x

component vox and furthermore is assumed to be a linear function of

y of the form vox = ny , where Q is a constant determined by the

internal nature of the stream.

(2) The charge density p0 is assumed to be uniform across the stream,

and the average stream motion is assumed to be invariant in x and z

'/-\ Under/ese assumptions all elements of P in the stream, except

and u y are zero. From Eq. (2.16), Poisson's equation and the

conserva.L. f energy, the magnitudes of these two quantitites are

obtained as a function of the stream parameters and the local position

in the stream. While the detailelnate of the nonlinear trajectories

is not specified, the qusntity ix +"-'i v O2 is considered to be a

direct measure of the norlaainarity of the flow.

The significent results of the analysis may be stated qual' tatively

as follows:

/\ (l For a given beam geometry and external environment,

Ux\+ uy2 /vO 2  increases with decreasing charge density p0

(2) For a given charge density and external environment, this same

nonl-inarity parameter is larger for thick streams [Y (Yo + b) << 1]

than for thin streams (Y (Yo + ) 1]

(3) Under all conditions, dv,/dy c , the equality being true

only in the case of Brillouin flow.

It may be noted that (1) is in general agreement with the results

of the other nonlaminar analysis given in this chapter. Conclusion (2)

is interpreted by the author to imply that, for thick streams nonlaminar

perturbations from the average stream motion may be large and hence that

such average motion is a poor description of the true situation. For

thin stream, however, the author concludes that since the perturbed

quantities are relatively small, this model, based on the motion of an

average stream, is a realistic one.

C. WATERS' PARAXIAL WORK

In a general paraxial analysis of crossed-field sheet beams, Waters
9

has considered a model, based on small amplitude departures from the

Brillouin flow conditions, which is characterized by periodically

undulating boundaries. This analysis assumes the nature of the central



"ray axis" to be specified in advance. The flow then consists of small

extensions on either side of the ray axis. Furthermore, angles between

the trajectories of edge electrons and the ray axis are assumed to be

small. Under these restrictions a paraxial ray equation relating beam

thickness to path length along the ray axis is derived. This equation

is

21 VA + (2.20)
2C V " -

where

a - arc length, measured from any convenient point on the ray axis

- beam potential as function of arc length on the ray axis

- beam thickness as a function of arc length

K - curvature of the ray axis as a function of arc length

v - beam velocity

w - beam width, a constant

1 0  total beam current

' denotes differentiation with respect to s

The solutions of Eq. (2.20) are examined by Waters for a number of

specific geometries and boundary conditions. For -type geometry where

the ray axis is linear, necessary conditions for an unrippled beam

(9 - constant) are found to be: (1) the flow must be parallel to the

ray axis at the plane of injection and (2) the total current,velocity

and beam thickness must be related such that wc - c . If these con-

ditions are not fulfilled, the paraxial analysis predicts boundary

rippling with a period corresponding to the cyclotron wavelength Xc"

In the cases where the current is too small or too large, the rippling

beam is found to have an average thickness:for which w : w . The
'. C, p

various possible flows are illustrated in Fig. 2.4.

Waters' analysis also provides quantitative information about the

magnitude of departure from Brillouin flow. In particular, a necessary

condition was found so that crossing of the ray axis would not occur.

This criterion is that 0)2/a)2 > I . It is interesting to compare this

result with the conclusion which Miller draws from his nonlaminar model.

Miller's analysis predicts that the maximum degree of nonlaminarity which
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FIG. 2.14--Nonparallel flow as predicted by paraxial theory.



can occur in a beam of given dimensions is proportional to a term

( - 2/ 2 ) where n > w , the equality occurring for regularp c
Brillouin flow. Thus, in spite of the quite different nature of the two

models, they both predict the severest nonlaminarities for small values

of the ratio OVI c "

D. UNDULATING BEAMS RESULTING FRO1 IMPROPER INJECTION OPTICS

In the preceding sections we have considered examples of nonlaminar

flow which may exist in the same environment as the planar flow. Each

of the models considered is intrinsically nonlaminar, that is, they are

characterized by crossing trajectories and for the most part by lower

charge densities than that required by the Brillouin condition [Eq. (2.8)].

We now consider another form of perturbed Brillouin flow. It may

be assumed in practice that intrinsically nonlaminar beams are the result

of inadequate gun optics. But even assuming a gun which is capable of

accelerating and focusing a beam so that at the gun exit the beam ful-

fills the Brillouin conditions, certain matching conditions at the gun

exit plane must be satisfied if Brillouin flow is to be achieved in the

interaction region. Thus, if at the plane of injection a discontinuity

in the external fields or potential exists, or if the beam is injected

nonparallel to the plane of the sole, the beam will not be planar in

the interaction region. The typical behavior of beams under the influence

of errors in injection optics is shown in Fig. 2.5. In Fig. 2.5a the

beam is injected nonparallel to the sole plane and in Fig. 2.5b a dis-

continuity in EOy exists at the gun exit.

In this section we shall consider the nature of a well defined beam

(which may or may not satisfy the Brillouin conditions) which is injected

into the interaction region under the influence of such errors in injection

optics. It should perhaps be pointed out that, in the course of some of

the experimental work, observations were made which tended to indicate

that undulating beams of this type might be subject to dc instabilities.

More details will be given in a later section of this work (Chapter V),

but it may be noted here that the experimental results have provided

the motivation for work which is described in this section.

In the absence of space-charge effects the motion of a charged

particle in a region of uniform crossed fields is well known. In
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particular, if the particle is injected into the uniform field regionth

velocity whose magnitude is EO/BQ and a direction normal to both E0

and B0 , the resulting trajectory is linear. If the injection conditions

are only slightly different from those for the linear trajectory, the

motion is approximately sinusoidal with a periodic length Xc "

The motion of a thin beam (2) injected under such conditions might be

expected to be similar, although in the case of Brillouin or near-Brillouln

beams, space-charge forces may well be of sufficient magnitude to sub-

stantially alter the motion of the beam.

Little attention has been given to this problem in the literature.

Waters 9 has shown on the basis of his paraxial theory that the focusing

properties of crossed-fields hold even though the ray axis is sinusoidal.

Thus on the basis of dc considerations, one would expect the beam thickness

8 to be constant or at worst, periodic, as the undulating beam drifts

through the interaction region. PierceAhas predicted that no dc insta-

bilities of the sort observed with cylindrical hollow crossed-field beams

should be found in the case of planar beams. On this basis the magnitude

of the undulations would presumably be a constant which is determined

by the entrance conditions and uniform fields in the drift region.

In an attempt to gain further insight into the nature of such un-

dulating beams, a dc small-signal field analysis including space-charge

effects has been made for the case of a thin beam. The details are found

in Appendix A. A significant difference exists between this analysis

and those discussed in conjunction with other nonlaminar models in this

chapter. All of the previous nonlaminar models specify only that a

uniform static dc electric field is to exist in the region of the flow;

however they do not consider the precise configuration of external elec-

trodes which supply this field. The analysis in Appendix A takes into

account not only the space-charge forces due to the beam itself, but,

since impedances above and below the beam are matched to the circuit

and sole electrodes, also the forces due to the images of the beam in

these electrodes. As a result, the fields acting on the beam depend

upon the relative spacing of the sole and circuit and on the position

of the beam with respect to these electrodes.
(2) We shall assume the inequality 6 << X to be the criterion for

a thin beam.
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We shall state the results of this analysis here. In the absence

of space-charge effects, for a thin rippling beem whose parameters are

assumed to vary longitudinally as • J x and in the absence of space-

charge, we find as expected that

P-.c (2.21)

however, when the effects of space charge are included, we obtain

S=.- c " Pq (2.22)

where a and Aq are real numerical factors which depend on the

geometry, the charge density of the beam, and A " These results

have been calculated to first order in the quantity A 2 5/pc , which is

a small quantity in the thin beam approximatiun. Since Aq and Ia - 11

are also of first order in this quantity, the perturbing effect of the

space-charge on the values of P is also small. ( )

The effects of the beam Images in the sole and circuit become quite

evident if we examine the constants appearing in Eq. (2.22) under some

limiting or special geometries. Thus if the sole and circuit are spaced

quite closely together in comparison to the beam wavelength so that

Od << 1 , we find that Pq 0 and

PC -- 2 (2.23)

Under these coneitions the fields acting on the beam due to the beam

images in the role and circuit become much stronger than is the case for

larger values )f d , and as a result the total space-charge effects may

become quite large. Noamr if the beam is located midway between the sole

(3)Refer to Eq. (A.18) in Appendix A for the definition of these
quantities.

(4) See an exception in the discussion of Eq. (2.14).
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and circuit and if the inequality leading to Eq. (2.14) does not hold,

we may show that

2

2 sinhp ACd

and in the limit of large sole-circuit spacing such that Cd >> 1 , we

see that the propagation constant assumes the values given by Eq. (2.21)

which were obtained by neglecting space-charge effects. An index of the

space-charge perturbation is given by the magnitude of the quantity

A25/ Binh 0Cd as compared to A0 " For a Brillouin beam of 50 ma with

w - 1.1 in.

(Oct - 0) - 500 v
B - 600 gauss

d a .100 in.

we find that

p2 = 3.31 x 10 1 m -1 while 13 - 1.62 x 103 m-1

sinh t- d

Apart from these geometrical effects, the significant result of this

analysis is that under no condition is any part of the propagation constant

imaginary; hence the dc cyclotron motion which characterizes the motion

of the beam as a whole is not subject to growth or decay in space, and

as a result such a beam should not exhibit dc transverse cyclotron

instabilities. Thus, in this respect our results are in agreement with

those of Pierce.

In the case that fq is nonzero so that the two values of the

propagation constant given by Eq. (2.22) are unequal in magnitude, there

exists the possibility of a beating phenomenon between the two solutions,

assuming that both "waves" are excited. We thus might expect a periodic

variation in the amplitude of the cyclotron undulation. Such a variation

would then have a periodic length of order of magnitude ac/Pp2 5/kc ,

or for the beams which have been investigated experimentally, about 10-

100 times )c . This phenomenon has not been observed experimentally



and the analysis has not therefore been carried further to the point of

examining the effects of conditions at the entrance plane.

It may be noted here that growth and decay of the cyclotron undulations

existing on a thin beam can occur if the externally applied transverse

electric field is nonuniform and periodic. This effect has been strikingly

observed experimentally and will be discussed later in this work (see

Appendix D).
In concluding this discussion of non-Brillouin crossed-field flow,

it should be emphasized that while for purposes of description and

analysis the models have been treated individually, an actual beam pro-

duced experimentally might well exhibit the characteristics of more than

one of the models. As a result, the complete description of such a beam

would of necessity become somewhat more complex, although in the case of

some of the models, the nonlaminar beams have been considere" Rs first

order perturbations from the laminar flow, and hence in principle these

effects could be combined linearly in a more detailed analysis.

E. THE DESIGN OF CROSSED FIELD GUNS

In the previous sections we have considered the nature of some forms

of steady-state space-charge flow which may exist in -type uniform

crossed fields. Little attention has been given to the means of launching

such beams and to the effects that deficiencies in a particular gun

structure might have on the nature of a beam after it has been injected

into the interaction region. Instabilities usually associated with such

crossed-field beams, which are evidenced by sole current8 , 1 2 . 1 3 and

excessive noise, have not been considered, although these may well be

related to the dc state of the beam.

It is tempting to assume, although perhaps not with complete

justification, that these instabilities are in some way related to, or

at least are characteristic of, nonlaminar beams. In this respect, a

type of multistream amplification might be a contributing factor. In

any event, one could obtain a considerable amount of insight into the

problem if it were possible to produce and identify planar Brillouin

flow experimentally. As will be seen in the following chapter, earlier

guns have not even approximately produced such beams, and it is from this

point that the present work proceeds.
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A

A crossed-field gun which is to establish Brillouin flow must

accelerate and focus electrons from a cathode in such a manner that at

the injection plane of the interaction region the beam boundaries are

each parallel to the plane of the sole. If, as is usually the case,

the cathode is a unipotential one, Eqs. (2.6) and (2.8) must also apply.

At the exit plane of the gun, the potentials supplied by external elec-

trodes mst be continuous and the average speed of the beam at injection

must be equal to EOB 0  in the interaction region. These latter con-

ditions, insofar as dc beam optics are concerned, may be closely satisfied

by the correct location of, and the dc potentials applied to, the sole and

circuit, and thus place no serious limitations on the gun.

The practical limitations of presently available cathode materials

and the relatively high current densities required in the beam make a

convergent gun very desirable. Whether the gun is to be operated tem-

perature-or space-charge-limited is at present very much open to question.

While in certain respects the space-charge-limited mode is more stable,

particularly in terms of short-term cathode poisoning an4 emission
"slumps," there is a considerable amount of evidence to indicate that

the inherent crossed-field instabilities are related to space-charge-

limitation at the cathode. This question will be discussed in somewhat

greater detail in Chapter V.

A further characteristic of guns which are to be utilized in certain

types of devices, particularly in the case of oscillators, is often

desirable. Backward wave oscillators are tuned by varying the beam drift

velocity which in turn is accomplished by adjusting the voltage on the

circuit. Hence the emission current of guns used in these devices should

be relatively insensitive to changes in circuit voltage.



I

III. PREVIOUS CROSSED-FIELD GUN DESIGNS

A. INTRODUCTION

Previous to the work under discussion, electron guns for M-type

moused-field devices have usually been of one of the types referred to

under the general classification of "short" or "long" guns. In the case

of both of these forms, the entire gun is located in the same uniform dc

magnetic field as the rest of the tube, and hence the electron ballistics

within the gun are dependent on magnetic as well as electrostatic and

space-charge forces. Moreover, space-charge forces have usually been

ignored in the design of these two types of guns. A third type of gun

which has received some attention makes use of a convergent "Pierce gun"

in a shielded region free from dc magnetic field. The beam from such a

gun is then injected into the rf interaction area through a transition

region in which the magnetic field is gradually increased from zero to

the value desired in the interaction region. In the following sections

we shall consider each of these three types of guns, particularly in

terms of their effectiveness in producing a beam characterized by regular

laminar flow.

Neglecting space-charge effects, the two-dimensional motion of an

electron in the M-type geometry may be quite generally described by

the equations
15

(Dc r10 (3-la)

E x Bv 0 (3.1b)
B02

S 2 r2  ( - (3.1c)

Here vi represents the velocity with which the electron is injected

into the uniform crossed-field region. The motion is that generated

by a point on the circumference of a circle of radius r rotating with

angular velocity C whose center is moving with constant velocity 1"
The four possible types of cycloidal motion are shown in Fig. 3.1 in order

of decreasing magnitude of r and increasing vi . In Fig. 3.1a,
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we have r > v0/% , imtlying a negativ. 4njection relocity; in 3.1b we

have vi 0 ; in 3.lc 0 < vi < v -- in this case for sufficiently
i 00small r the motion is approximately sinusoldal; in 3.1d Yi - O M 0

and the motion is linear. As vt is further increased the dlasses of

motion repeat in the reverse sequence. In each case the spatial periodicity

of the motion is the cyclotron wavelength I .

Now any type of simple gun structure which is imersed in a magnetic

field, B0 , will usually be characterized by having cycloidal electron

uv-Jectories like that in Fig. 3.1b, at least to the approximation of

negligible therml velocities at the cathode and ignoring the effects of

space-charge. But since it is desired that after the beam leaves the gun

it be cbaracte:..ized by linear trajectories as in Fig. 3.1d, a suitable

gun must be capable of transforming the cycloidai trajectories into linear

motion at the point of injection into the interaction region. If this

transition is accomplished in a distance less than one cyclotron wave-

length, the gun is usually referred to as a "short" gaun, while if several

or many cyclotron wavelengths are needed, the gun is designated as a

"long" gun.

B. THE SHORT GUN

The geometry for a comon form of short gun is shown in Fig. 3.2.

Neglecting space charge and thermal velocities at the cathode, the

trajectory of an electron from the cathode is a coon cycloid as in

Fig. 2.105) At the top of the cycloid, moreover, the electron velocity

is 2EJB0 and is perpendicular to both E and B . At this point

the electric field is abruptly increased by a factor of two by adjusting

both the position and potentials of the sole and circuit elements correctly.

Under these conditions electrons from a single point on the cathode would

be injected into the interaction region with exactly the proper vi

(5)On the basis of paraxial theory, Waters9 has shown that in the
presence of space-charge forces the trajectories are not cycloidal near
the cathode.
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FIG. 3. 2--Typical short gun geomtry.
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for linear flow. For such electrons the following relations must hold:

2A (ct - Os)

a d

which expresses the above-mentioned field discontinuity at the gun exit,

(YO + C) !A (Oct _ ,) 0 ' (3.2b)
a d

which IMlies potential continuity along the beam

(c + yo)
, " OA ( (3.2c)

a

which insures conservation of energy, and

a + Yo - 20A (3.2d)

which specifies the half-cycloidal nature of the gun trajectories. For

definitions of the syMbols, refer to Fig. 3.2.

For a given beam voltage 0 and B0 the other voltages and the

dimensions of the system are related by these equations. The beam voltage

may be varied without changing the shape of the trajectory by varying

all other voltages proportionally, provided that at the same time B0

is varied as the square root of the voltage. It should be noted further

that in practice the gun anode is placed just above the position grazing

the top of the cycloid in order to achieve maximum perveance. In addition

a negative grid, the so called "Wehnelt" electrode, may be located as

shown in Fig. 3.2 to supply an extra degree of freedom in adjusting the

transition region field and as a means of shielding the cathode from

effects of tuning the circuit voltage.

While the above considerations may be reasonably valid for a single

electron trajectory from a cathode of very small length t , certain

difficulties arise when t is not small. Ignoring space-charge forces,
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the edge trajectories from a cathode of finite length would be expected

to cross near the exit of the gun. Thus, not only is the practical

convergence of such a gun limited, but in adddition, the beam could be

expected to be nonlainar and exhibit crossing trajectories in the inter-

action region away from the gun. (6) In practice it appears that due to

space-charge forces the crossover problem may not be so severe. Figure

3.3 shows the edge trajectories from a cathode of finite width for a

short gun geometry as given by iller and Larson. 1 6 These trajectories

were obtained by using an analog trajectory tracer. Figure 3.3a shows

the trajectories obtained neglecting space-charge, while Fig. 3.3b shows

the same edge trajectories when an approximate computation of space-charge

effects was included in the calculation. The convergence of the latter

gun is seen to be quite limited, although trajectory crossing is not

apparent. In practice it my be supposed that a space-charge-limited

short gun is characterized by both trajectory crossing and unwanted

space-charge spreading. (7)

In spite of these difficulties the short gun has been widely used

both in cemercial crossed-field tubes and in various types of experi-

mental crossed-field devices. 8,18,l9

C. THE LOG GUN

Figure 3.4 shows a number of possible idealized long gun geometries

for thin beamas given by Wightun. 19 The guns in 3.4a and 3.4b utilize

a periodic variation in transverse electric field as a means of damping

the cyclotron undulations on the beam. The periodicity in E0  for these

two cases is I C/2 . Figures 3.4c and 3.4d illustrate a second form,

characterized by a monotonically increasing transverse electric field

E0 , the variation occurring discontinuously in intervals of Xc " It

is quite clear frm these four illustrations that guns of these types,

depending upon periodic and discontinuous jumps in E0  (and hence vo)

()Flrench workers 1 7 have reported that larger cathodes tend to increase

bea thickness and decrease the useful beam efficiency by increasing the
velocity spread. A maximum value of the ratio 4/a of 2 to 5 is reported.

(7) See sketches of crossed-field beams in geometries simil ar to the
short gun observed by gaseous discharge techniques and reported by Van
Duzer,120 page 96.
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FIG. 3.3--Short gun trajectories calculated by Miller and Larson.
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are only feasible for thin beams from short cathodes.

A useful modification of the form shown in Fig. 3.4d is found in

the adiabatic gun illustrated in Fig. 3.5.)1 In this case EO  is

increased continuously, but slowly over the length of the gun. The term

"long gun" is usually in reference to this form.

The adiabatic gun is based on an application of Ehrenfest's principle of

adiabatic invariance. For the dynamical system composed of an electron

under M-type crossed-field conditions and ignoring space-charge effects,

it can be shown that the quantity wcr2  is invariant under changes in

external fields, provided that these changes take place in a period i

such that r >> 2x/O c . Equivalently, one may consider variations in

time to be brought atbout by the drift velocity of an electron carrying

it through a regio%A where the fields have a spatial dependency. In this

ase adiabatic invariance requires that any spatial variation in fields

be small in the distance traveled by an electron during the time -r

Using the invariance condition in conjunction with the trajectory Eqs.

(2.1a), (2.1b), (2.1c) in both the cathode region and in the interaction

region, relationships which determine the beam thickness in the interaction

region are obtained:

YAW r 1(B)2
- - ( (3.3b)

d

2 rl- c)2 f(3. 3c)

1 0312 _ - for uniform B (3.3d)

/2 1/2

(E1

Bc  = -• (3.3e)
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Here the subscript 0 refers to quantities in the cathode region and the

subscript 1 refers to quantities in the interaction region. For the

case of f - 1 the motion (again ignoring thermal effects at the cathode)

is that shown in Fig. 3.1b. For f < 1 , Jya x - Yminl in the interaction

region is less than would be the case for parallel electrodes in a uniform

field, thus resulting in an increase in beam compactness with no restrictions

on t ; however, as shown, the beam in the interaction region would be

expected to be completely nonlaminar with all trajectories crossing all

others. However, under certain conditions a beam with linear trajectories

might in principle be realized; For if r0 M 0 in the cathode region,

the invariance of a 2r implies rl - 0 for nonzero magnetic fields.

But in the cathode region, we have

2 . 1 xo2 •

c

Now if E , and hence YO , and in addition vi are zero at the

surface of the cathode, then r0  is also zero. But, ignoring thermal

velocity effects, these conditions are fulfilled at the surface of a

space-charge-limited cathode. Subject only to the condition that space
charge and hence electric field should vary adiabatically, (8) electronic

trajectories should be smooth streamlines in the gun region and linear

in the interaction region.

A form of the adiabatic long gun was first proposed by Guenard and

Huber.1 3 They describe its use in an experimental crossed field device

for studying excessive sole current and the dioctron effect. More recently

Bartram and Pease21 have proposed the so-called "R mp Gun." This form

of the adiabatic gun which includes the effect of space charge uses a

series of overlapping electrodes or ramps, fixed at different potentials

to achieve the adiabatic variation in electric field.

It should be noted that no restriction has been placed upon the

precise nature of the varying fields between the cathode region and the

interaction region. The only requirement is that of adiabatic variation.

It may be further noted that in one specific geometry, characterized by a

(8 )These conditions may well not be valid very near the cathode where
the beam potential varies as the four-thirds power of path length measured
from the cathode.
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uniforam BO and a varying E produced by hyperbolic electrodes, it is

possible, neglecting space-ebarge effects, to obtain the electronic

trajectories directly. The results are found to be in agreement with

adiabatic theory, provided that E is made to vary sufficiently slowly.

D. THE SHIELDED Muw

The discussion of the final form of crossed-field gun to be considered

in this chapter, the so-called shielded gun, is based primarily on the

work of Hoch and Watkins. 2 3 The geometry of the gun is shown in Fig.

3.6. Here a convergent Pierce type gun form a strip beam of electrons

in a region completely free of magnetic field. In the fringing region,

the variation in BOZ , along the center axis of the beam, was determined

analytically and the transition electrodes shaped so as to provide a

constant ratio of E /Boz along the same center axis of the beam. The

behavior, in the fringing region, of a beam of finite thickness, i.e.,

a beam whose edge trajectories are displaced from the stable center axis,

was Investigated analytically. The analysis took account of space-charge

effects. The results indicated that in the transition region a finite

beam would be characterized by undulatory rather than linear boundaries

and by periodically varying beam thickness with a spatial periodicity

of approximately k . Experimentally, only limited success was obtainedc

with the gun and focusing system.

However, the principal difficulties seemed to lie with the shielded

gun rather than in the fringing region; for it was found that 20 to 30

per cent of the total cathode current was intercepted by the focusing

anodes in the gun, while as much as 95 per cent of the current which

entered the crossed-field region could be focused to the collector. In

view of the undulating nature of the beam boundaries in the transition

region, the beam would certainly be expected to be nonlaminar In the

interaction region, although probably less nonlaminar than a beam from

the general form of the adiabatic gun. Thus while in principle the

shielded gun could provide a focusing system with a convergence of per-

haps ten to one, in its present form it exhibits a number of disadvantages,

not the least among these, in the opinion of the author, being its

relatively high degree of complexity.
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A possible advantage of the shielded gun over the nonshielded types

should be mentioned. Since the cathode region is free of magnetic field,

instabilities resulting from magnetic effects at the potential minim

should be absent. It Is thought (see Chapter V) that such instabilities,

if indeed they exist, are related to the excessive sole current usually

observed in K-type crossed-field devices. The relatively high transmission

through the region of uniform crossed fields achieved with the experimental

shielded gun indicates small values of sole current, although no direct

measurements of sole current were reported. Experimentally, the possibility

of increased beam stability resulting from a shielded cathode is still

open to question.

In sumary, a number of possible schemes for -type crossea-.ield

guns have been presented. All of these guns have been studied experimentally,

and one form, the short run, has been used extensively in devices. All

of these guns, moreover, represent only an approximation to the fundamental

problem of producing a convergent space-charge flow in a crossed fiel l.

Practical guns have been limited to convergences of the order of unity,

and the resulting beam have most certainly been nonlaminar.
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IV. THE ANALYTICAL DL,:GN OF CrOSSD-FIELD OUNS

A. INTROMOCTIO

In this chapter we shall describe a general method for the analytical

design of two new forms of crossed-field guns. These guns are based upon

the space-charge flow solutions for the linear nagnetron first obtained
by Bnham, 1 Brllloutn,2 Slater, 7 and others. Certain portions of this

flow are suitable for convergent crossed-field guns. As the space-chzge

solutions are obtained for a semi-infinite geometry, in using a finite

portion of the flow as the basis for an electron gun, it is then necesserys

by means of external electrodes, to synthesize the correct potentials

and fields along the boundaries of the finite flow. This technique of

desigr.ing crossed-field guns is the same as that used by Pierce in

designing electron guns based upon the well known space-charge flow

solutions of Langeuir. As is the case with c.rtain forms of the Pierce

gun, a method of analytic continuation in the complex plane is used to

obtain the proper external electrode system for the crossed-field gun.

However, for the present guns these analytic methods are employed for a

beam with curvilinear boundaries. Previously it has been necessary to

use various analog methods, such as the electrolytic tank, in obtaining

a suitable electrode system for such a beam.2 4 ,25

We shall describe two types of gun, recently proposed by Kino, 2 6 p'

which are based upon such design methods. The first is similar to the

French "short gun" in that the trajectories, in the region of acceleration,

are approximately half-cycloidal. The second gun, essentially a type of

"long gun," is based upon an approximation to the exact space-charge

solution, which will be shown to be valid under certain conditions. Both

of these guns have been studied quite extensively experimentally. The

results of these experiments are given in Chapter V.

Both of these guns exhibit a number of obvious advantages over

previous guns. Since they are based on a space-charge flow solution, the

current density at the cathode and hence the total emitted current as a

function of the magnetic field and the voltages on the external electrodes

may be calculated. Both guns are convergent. While the short gun is

limited by geometrical considerations to an area convergence of about ten
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to one, the long gun is in principle capable of much greater convergence,

the principal limitation on its convergence being the effect of thermal

velocities at the cathode and instabilities in the flow. Moreover, both

of these guns, insofar as the types of flow on which they are based are

actually established, should produce beams with noncrossing and nearly

parallel trajectories at the exit plane.

In the present chapter we begin begin by reviewing the space-charge

flow solutions on which these guns are based, followed by a discussion

of the method for obtaining the electrode shapes. Finally, we shall

consider the approximations and the assumptions made in the design of

these guns.

B. THE SPACE-CHARGE FLOW SOLUTIONS AND THEIR USE AS A BASIS FGR COMWE1T

CROSSED-FIELD GUNS

The space-charge flow solution which we consider is quite similar to

that given for the electron motion in the single trajectory beam discussed

in Chapter II. Two significant differences do exist however: (1) the

solution on which the gun is based does not permit double streaming, and

(2) the boundary conditions at the lower edge of the space-charge sheath,
which in the case of the gun solution is at the cathode, are different

in the two cases. Otherwise, the analyses for the beam and gun solutions

are completely parallel. We now consider the details.

Consider a coordinate system with an infinite cathode in the plane

y - 0 . There is a uniform magnetic field B0  in the negative z-direction.

We shall assume that all motion is confined to planes perpendicular to

the z axis; hence, we shall treat the problem as two-dimensional. The

resulting electron flow solution is then obtained for E - 0 and is

characterized by having all trajectories congruent. Furthermore, current

density, charge density and velocity at any point in the flow are inde-
pendent of the x coordinate.

The equations of motion for an electron in this system are

U = ccy (4.la)

n'= Cl - (0 . (4..lb)
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Since BOX 0 ,we ay write

E..Y Po 
(4.2)

dy 6o

The charge and current densities in the flow are related by the

expression

where J is the current density at the cathode. We note that sincey

the present analysis is assumed to be single-streaming, it follows that

# Z 0 and that J yis equivalent to J + which was defined earlier in

Chapter II.

By combining Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3), we find that

*dE J

dt fo

If we assume that at t - 0 an electron is at the space-charge limited

cathode where Eoy = 0 , we my integrate Eq. (4.4) to obtain the field

y as a function of the transit time along the trajectory of such an

electron. The result is

J
E Oy " " t (4.5)

.0

With this expression for the transverse field, we may integrate Eqs.

(11i.) subject to the initialconditions k = y = 0 , x - x0 and # -YO

at t = 0 . The resulting parametric trajectory equations, expressed

in terms of the transit time, are then

y = .re-LY (W t - sim t) + Y simt , (.6)
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and

x X + + !. comet - 1 + L (1 - cot) .

We my also comute the potential at any point on an electron

trajectory as a function of the transit time by evaluating the integral

n 1 2Joy dy f f- dt

0 0

vhich yields the result

V . c o s w t + ( O c d . w

S2(.8)

0 c1 0

For convenience, ve define a set of nornlized paraueters X , Y ,

u , 0 as follovs:

1o3
x- 3x , (4..)

6o)3
Oec

Y IY3 Y(4~.9b)
OCc

a)%t = u, (4.9c)

S(4.9d)
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We shall consider the parametric equations for the trajectories and

potential [qs. (i.6), (i.7), (1.8)] for two different values of O

1. Case 1: O= 0

In this case the parametric equations for the trajectories may be

written in the normlized form as

xx 0 + (.lo)

2

Y - u -sinu , (11)

while the expression for the potential becomes

U,-- - u sinu + 1 - cosu
2

The norualized form for the electric field is then

* d- (1.13)

2. Case 2: o = /Go 2

In this case, the solutions become very much simplified. The nor-

malized trajectory equations are

2
X -x 0 + -- , (41.141)

Y-u ,(11.15)

2

3- U (4.17)

The trajectories are thus simple parabolas of the form

Y2 = 2(X- X o) . (4.18)
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We shall now consider these two solutions in more detail, and in

particular we shall show that solftion 1 may be used as the basis of

a space-cbhr flow short gun, while solution 2 may be used in the

desi4n of a type of long gun, which is capable of very great convergence.

First, it is useful to examine the conditions under which each of

these solutions might be applicable, considering the effects of thermal

velocities at the cathode. Neglecting thermal transverse velocities,

solution 2 assmes that electrons leave the cathode with an energy 0

which is given by 2

2e 2C

A criterion for the validity of solution 1 is then that the therml

potential at the cathode (approximately .1 volt at normal operating

temperature) be much lees than 00 , while if these two quantities are

approximately equal, we would expect the much simpler solution 2 to be

applicable. We note that 00 is determined only by the magnetic field

and the current density at the cathode. In practice, the conditions

for the validity of both solutions are easily attainable. For example,

for B0 - 110 gauss and J I 50 -,Im/cm 2  Is approximately 7 volts;

for Bo - 80o gauss and J o 200 ma , has a value of.1 volt.
In Fig. 4.1, the normalized trajectory for solution 1 from the

point X0 - 0 , Y0 - 0 is plotted. All other trajectories are then

given by a displacement in X . In this same figure, the variation in

potential along this trajectory is also plotted. We note that points

on the trajectory where u is an even integral multiple of 2s are

points of inflection, so that at these points dY/dX - d2Y/dX2 . 0

Thus, at certain values of y , virtual cathodes exist, and at such

planes electrons could in principle undergo a reversal in sign of

and hence could return toward the cathode. However, this fact does not

pose any problem since only a small portion of the flow is to be used as

the basis for a gun, and in particular, the trajectories in the gun will

have a total transit angle u of approximately 2x .

The general method by which these solutions my be used to produce

finite, convergent beams, suitable for electron guns, is shown in Fig. 4.2.
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Figure 4.2s illustrates a possible short gun, while in Fig. 4.2b the

geometry for the long gun is shown. In either case the trajectories

from the two ends of the cathode C1 and C2 are seen to converge

toward each other. The convergence, defined as the length of the cathode

C1 C2 divided by the thickness of the been at the exit plane, in the

case of the long gun, increases monotonically with the distance b of

the exit plane from the cathode. The convergence of the short gun behaves

similarly, as long as the exit plane does not lie much beyond the point

u - 2% on the trajectory from C1 . Beyond this point the edge tra-

jectories diverge, and converge again at the next inflection point u - 4it

this process continuing at each subsequent inflection point. We shall

discuss later the possibility of extending the gun trajectories beyond

the first point of inflection.

As shown in Fig. 4.2, the guns are abr.ixtly terminated at the exit

plane. In each type of gun the edge trajectories are not exactly parallel

at the exit plane; hence, we would not expect a perfectly laminar beam

in the interaction region. We shall return to this question In more

detail later, but we may note here that we would expect that any non-

laminarities resulting from such abrupt termination should be of small

agnitude, particularly in the case of the long gun where the beam at

the exit plane almost satisfies the conditions for Brillouin flow.

In order to achieve the finite flow necessary for these guns, an

electrode system is necessary to supply the proper values of electric

field and potential along the bounding trajectories. Thus, in reference

to Fig. 4.2, the anode and focusing electrode from the rear of the cathode

at C1 must supply a potential which satisfies Laplace's equation in

region I, and which, to a good approximation, provides the specified

variation of potential and field along the trajectory from C1 . Similarly,

the focusing electrode originating at the front of the cathode must provide

the same variation in field and potential (as a function of path length

from the cathode) for the trajectory from C2 . We shall now show how

the shape of these electrodes may be obtained analytically.

C. THE MHOD FOR OBTAINING THE ELECTRODES NECESSARY TO PRODUCE A FINITE

BEAM

The electrode systems for both the short and long guns have been
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obtained by a method of complex variables due to Kirstein,3 and derived

independently by Lomsx. We shall sm.rize the method and the results

of these calculations in the following section.

1. Tbe Electrode &stm for the Short Oun

Following Kirstein, we write the normalized trajectory equations

for the short gun in coMlex form:

z - x - XO + - u + e u- !L1 . (4.20)

We next generalize the parameter u by substituting for it the complex

pareameter w - u + 3v . Equation (4.20) then becomes

Z-2+e Jw +jw-l . (4.21)2

This expression provides a conformal transformtion between the w plane

and the Z plane, and we note that the real axis v - 0 of the w

plane corresponds to the beam trajectory in the Z plane. From the

known potential along the u axis of the w plane, Kirstein finds, by

means of analytic continuation, the potential at any other point in the

w plane (excluding regions of singularity go then determines the potential

at sny"6int in - the zplane by moans of the transformation of Eq. (4.21).

Following Kirstein, we define two functions on the trajectory:

0u(u) _ IVtJ cosO ds (4.22)
Ii du

0 (u) = JV,01 sine , (4-.23)

where ds is the incremental distance moved along the trajectory when

u changes to u + du and 9 is the angle between VO and do .

Now if dY/dX - tan* so that sin* - dY/do and cos* - dX/ds , we see

that since V4 has only a Y component, that 8 - n/2 - • Using the

normalized form of the trajectory and potential Eqs. (4.10), (4.11) and
(4.12) , we find that

0u(u) = u(l - cosu) (4.24)

-(u) - u(u - sinu) . (4.2)
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Kirstein shows that along the trajectory t is given by the real part

of the function W(u, 0) where
U

W(u, 0) f®u (U') - J4v(u')du' , (4.26)

0

and that 0 is given elsewhere in the w plane by the real part of

W(u,v) where

W(u, v) -f u(w') - JOv(w')dw ; (4.27)

0

hence,

2 3 -- jw - eJW 1 . (4.28)

Finally it can be shown that for an equipotential, 0 = constant in the

w plane, which may be written as

v = V(u) ,(429)

that the differential equation

d - e - W (4.30)
du I~

must hold. The equipotentials in the w plane and hence in the z

plane are then obtained by evaluating the transforuation given by Eq.

(4.21) along the contour in the w plane defined by Eq. (4.30) which

contains W as given by Eq. (4.28).

Kirstein has performed these calculations numerically on a computer.
g"

The results are shown graphically in Fig. 4.3. These curves show contours

of the electrodes which, if raised to the indicated value of normalized

potential, will insure the proper variation of potential and field along

the edge trajectory of the beam. In practice, the beam is defined by

two such trajectories displaced by a distance equal to the normalized

cathodelength L , so that in Region I (see Fig. 4.2) above the beam

(9 e curves given in Kirstein's paper are incorrect, due to a
numerical cmputation error.
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those solutions correspo.4tng to v > 0 are valid; while in Region II

beneath the beam, the solutions with v < 0 are valid.

As a result of the multivalued nature of the transformation between
the w plane and the z plane, it can be shown that additional elec-

trodes at other potentials will be necessary if the beam trajectories
are to be carried much beyond the point u - 2% . In general, for earh

point of inflection on the gun trajectory, an additional electrode must

be added. An additional restriction on the choice of electrodes which

my be used with this gun should be mentioned. If the method o, analytic

continuation is carried to a region where the potential is too high, two

electrodes of different potential may appear to cross each other. This

phenomenon also results from the multivalued nature of Eq. (4.21).

Physically it is then necessary to use electrodes which are sufficiently

close to the beam to achieve the preLcribed potential variation along

the beam and electrodes which are too far removed can not give this

variation. In the range of normalized potentials shown in Fig. 4.3, this

effect does not occur, and in general it does not provide a serious

difficulty in short gun designs.

2. The Electrode System for the Long Gun

We proceed exactly as in the case of the short gun. Writing the

normalized trajectory equations in complex form as

u2

Z =(X -Xo0) + jY -  + ju (31

which becomes

Z - Z + jw (4. 3 2 )

in terms of the complex parameter w = u + jv . Furthermore we find that

x o  ... X0 I2 V 33)X- =2 2 s

and

Y u(i + v) .(.34)
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The expressions for u) and 0 (u) are simply

(u() U.35)

v - u2 , (4.36)

and we obtain
w. v- u _ v -2 + uv)(4.37)

22 +  "3 3"

Nov since at any point on the normalized equipotential 0 we have

* - Re W , we may write
2+  + v• (

u2 a . (J&.38)
1+2v

From Eqs. (4.33), (4.34), and (4.38), the electrode shape corres-

ponding to a given value of 0 may be obtained by a simple computation.

Figure 4.4 shows a family of such curves. We note that since the trans-

formation given by Eq. (4.31) involves no multivalued functions, no

restrictions are placed either on the choice of electrode potentials, or

on the length of the gun trajectory. Thus, guns of this type may have

u >> 1 at the exit and hence should be capable of very large convergences.

D. ASStWTICUS AND APPROXIMATICUS flNE1 A IN THE GUN DESIGN METHOD

In concluding this chapter, it is pertinent to review the assumptions

and approximations which are implied and the effects which have not been

considered in the methods of crossed-field gun design described in this

chapter. We list these as follows.

1. Possible lens effects at the exit plane have not been considered.

It should, however, be possible to minimize such effects by the proper

choice of sole and circuit voltage.

2. The analysis has been entirely in terms of a two-dimensional

model. Effects such as space-charge spreading in the z-direction

parallel to the magnetic field have been ignored. This problem will be

considered again in Chapter V in conjunction with the experiments.
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3. Ome of the effects of therml velocities at the cathode have

been ignored. In the case of the short gun, all such effects are probably

negligible. For the long gun, however, a a result of both the Nubellian

distribution in to , which we have assumed to be a constant for all

electrons, as well as thermal transverse velocities i 0 , which we have

ignored entirely, we would expect an actual beam to be somewhat more

complex than the simple anlytical model. In particular, we should expect

that the parabolic trajectories obtained in the anlysis would actually

consist of small amplitude cyclotron undulations about the parabolic

paths. As a result, the convergence of such a gun would be less than

calculated on the basis of the simple flow model.

4. All rf instabilities, and in particular, rf growth of thermal

fluctuations at the cathode, have not been considered.

We consider some of these points aWain in Chapter VI. We adopted

the point of viev that only through a series of comprehensive experiments

with both types of guns can the validity of these approximations and the

significance of those effects not considered be determined. These

experiments comprise the principal subject of the present work.
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V. I STUDIES O THE SHORT AID LIG GMS

A. IVOTRWCTI I

Having reviewed the space-charge flow solutions and shown how suit-

able electrode configurations may be obtained, subject to certain restric-

tions and approximations, we next describe the experimental studies which

have been made of examples of each of the two types of guns.

The basic experimental approach which we have adopted is to simulate

the dc environment of a typical M-type device. Thus the beam which is

produced by the gun under investigation is injected into a drift region

of uniform dc crossed fields. The behavior of the beam in this region

is then a good indication of the quality of the gun and exit plane optics.

In addition, if the parameters of the gun system are held fixed or are

scaled, it is possible, by varying the conditions in the drift region,

to study the characteristics of the uniform flow. The experiments per-

formed with both guns are then of two general types: (1) experiments

dealing with the intrinsic nature of the gun, such as measurement of

cathode current as a function of the other gun parameters and (2) experi-

ments dealing with the nature of the beam after leaving the gun, for

example, the measurement of the fraction of the total beam current

collected by the drift region electrodes as a function of conditions

both in the drift region and in the gun.

We shall begin this chapter by describing the optics and the general

details of the experimental beam tester. The remaining portions of the

chapter deal with a description of the experimental guns and a discussion

of the experiments and results for each gun.

B. THE BEAM TESTER

The electrode configuration of the beam tester is shown in Fig. 5.1.

With the exception of certain changes in electrode spacers, this same

experimental arrangement was used in testing both the long and short guns.

The gun illustrated in Fig. 5.1 is the short gun.

The beam tester was designed so as to be as flexible as possible and

so as to facilitate adjustments in the optics as easily as possible. Thus

the experiments were performed in a continuously pumped demountable

vacuum system, eliminating the need for conventional processing, while
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at the same time providing maximum accessibility to the focusing struc-

tures. The lifetime of the oxide cathodes which were used proved to be

somewhat limited under these experimental conditions, but through the use

of extended interface cathodes and by designing the gun structure to

permit the changing of cathodes with a minimum of effort, this problem
did not seriously hinder the experiments. To effect minor geometry

changes or to make simple repairs we used, with good success, a technique

described by Haas and Jensen for keeping the cathode warm during the

"let down" period.

Since the short and long gun structures are slightly different in

detail, we shall discuss each of them separately later in this chapter.

A few remarks regarding the remainder of the beam tester structure will

be made here.

The length of the uniform drift region bounded by the sole and

circuit electrodes is about 5-1/2 in., a distance equal to a minimum of

about 4., and as many as 50 cyclotron wavelengths of the beam. These

electrodes, made of 1/8 in. stainless steel plate, are mechanically

supported and insulated by means of commercial vacuum feed-through seals

in such a manner that the sole-circuit spacing d may be easily adjusted.

(see detail A.,Fig. 5.3). The surfaces of the sole and circuit facing

the beam are roughened by means of chemical etching in order to reduce

the secondary emission.

The beam tester, as originally conceived, was designed with provisions

for measuring the sole current distribution as a function of the distance

along the drift region. Thus, in addition to a continuous sole plate,

an interchangeable segmented structure was also constructed. This

assembly, shown slightly modified in Fig. 5.2, consists of 20 copper

segments 1/4 in. in length mounted on two sapphire rods and separated

by mica spacers. As shown in the photograph, some of the space have

been removed so that only 7 rather than 20 insulated segments result.

The entire structure is supported from below by a series of insulated

pins which protrude into the underside of every fourth segment. In order

to achieve an adequate degree of surface flatness, the structure was

first assembled without spacers mitungsten rods of the same diameter as

the sapphire rods, and the entire surface milled flat. Using this



Sapphire rod

Copper segment

Mica spacer

FIG. 5.2-Thc legmented sole -tructure.
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technique, the variation in height along the sole is only about .002 in.

As shown in Fig. 5.1 the sole and circuit electrodes are not of the

same width, (10) the sole being some 30 per cent wider than the positive

circuit. The net result of this configuration is to provide fringing

fields near the edges of the beam which tend t prevent lateral beam

spreading in the direction of the magnetic field B0 . Throughout the

course of the experiments, during which d was varied from .050 in. to

.215 in., under most conditions no significant bee spreading was evidenced.

Indeed, burn outlines on the collector indicated a beam width in this area

only about 10 per cent greater than the width of the cathode. Previous

workers have found it necessary to place confining negative electrodes

along the edges of the beam, or to distort the dc magnetic field, in order

to provide lateral confinement. During the course of our experiments it

was noted that the severest lat. ,- spreading seemed to occur when the

beam was defocused and badly scalloped, while in the case of a rectilinear

bean, lateral confinement, probably resulting from the electrode con-

figuration mentioned above, appeared to be quite adequate.

The water cooled copper collector shown in Fig. 5.3 is of a type

comonly used in crossed-field devices. In the tapered region the beam

is accelerated, as a result of the increased transverse electric field,

to a potential equal to that of the collector. The collector was designed

as shown with a nontapered region directly adjacent to the circuit elec-

trode so as to better isolate the sole-circuit space from undesirable

effects of the collector, such as fringing fields and secondary electrons.

The portion of the sole extending beneath the collector, while electrically

isolated from the remainder of the sole, was usually maintained at sole

potential. The narrow slot between the collector and the circuit provides

a convenient means of estimating the width of the beam at pressures

(> 5 x 10 6 torr) where the beam is visible as a result of radiation

from collision-excited gas molecules.

The entire electron optical system, with supporting members, and

electrical and water connections, is mounted on a circular flange as

shown in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4. This flange is attached by means of an 0

(10)In all cases "width" shall refer to a dimension parallel to the

z axis and the magnetic field.
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ring seal to the open end of a length of 3-inch Pyrex glass pipe which

provides the vacuum envelope and visual access to the beam. The system

is pumped with a conventional oil diffusion pump with a liquid nitrogen

trap. A valve between the pump and the experimental area of the system

enables the pumping speed and hence the pressure in the working area to

be accurately controlled. With the exception of the visual and photo-

graphic data which were taken at somewhat higher pressuresthe experiments

were all performed at pressures of 5 X 10- 7 torr or lower.

The dc magnetic field was supplied by an external electromagnet

with rectangular pole pieces measuring 4 in. x 14 in. The magnet pro-

duced a maximum field of about 1300 gauss across a gap of 4.0 in. The

homogeneity of the field in the gap was improved uy a simple method

of shimming described in Appendix C. This technique yielded a field

homogenecas to 1 per cent over the region occupied by the beam in the

gun and drift space. Measurements of magnetic field strength were made

using a ritating-coil gaussmeter. By means of the tuibe shown in Fig.

5.3, it was possible to insert the probe of the gaussmeter into the

magnet gap with the entire structure in position and thus to measure

the magnetic field with the beam tester in operation. This arrangement

was found to be particularly useful at low values of B0 (< 200 gauss)

where hysteresis effects could result in errors of 5-10 per cent in field

measurements based on precalib.-ation of B0 as a function of magnet

current. Since the probe is actually about 1-1/2 in. below the position

of the beam, as a result of fringig effect- it ". necessary to calibrate

in advance the relationship between the transverse magntic fields at the

two locations. By means of this technique, measurements of magnetic field

in the region occupied by the beam were accurate to within about 3 per cent.

Figure 5.5 shows a pho~ograph of the magnet and the vacuum envelope

of the beam tester. Since the area occupied by the beam is not visible

when the magnet pole pieces are in position, a long strip mirror extending

from the gun to the end of the collector is placed at a 450 angle to the

sole, as shown in Fig. 5.6. With this arrangement an edge view of the

beam could be seen and easily photographed from the top of the apparatus.
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FIG. 5.6--Arrangement for viewing the beam.
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C. TH EXPERDUMAL SORT GUN

1. Design Considerations

The electrode configuration for the short gun, is shown in

Fig. 5.7. The focusing electrodes correspond to the normalized equi-

potential 0 - 0 while the anode is a portion of the normalized equi-

potential 0 = 37.5. The normalized cathode length , L , is 12 and the

exit or "cutoff" plane is at a normalized distance X = 24 on the trajectory

from the rear of the cathode. The values of u at the exit plane on the

upper and lower edge trajectories are then 6.96 and 5.03,respectively.

At the exit plane we see that the normalized beam thickness is about .4

and thus the gun should have an area convergence of approximately 30,

although for reasons discussed below we would not expect such a high

convergence to be attained in practice.

It should be noted that the nature of the trajectories places an

upper limit on the value of L which may be used. This follows from the

requirement that the trajectories be approximately parallel at the exit

plane. In order to compare the performance of this gun with that of the

conventional French short gun, which has a very limited convergence,

we have purposely chosen a fairly long cathode, although the exit angles

are not excessively large. From the normalized trajectory equations we

may easily show that the slope Y/ X = tan* at any point on the

trajectory is given in terms of u by

tan* = 1 - cosu (5.1)u - sinu

At the position of the exit plane shown in Fig. 5.7 the values of * for

the upper and lower trajectories are found to be 2.08 degrees and 6.57

degrees, respectively. Thus to optimize the injection conditions for

the beam as a whole, it would seem reasonable to tilt the entire gun

structure through an angle of about 4 degrees (see Fig. 5.8). This was

done during the course of the experiments. As a result, improvement

in transmission was noted under certain conditions; however, it can not

be stated conclusively that the optics were substantially improved as a

result of this change.

The remainder of the design procedure consistedin evaluating the

normalization parameters appearing in Eq. (4.9). Thus if we specify the
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total beam current per unit width, which is equal to J -t , and since we

have fixed L , Jy is also determined for a given value of magnetic

field. (11) The actual dimensions and potentials corresponding to the

normalized values are then computed. We summarize the results of these

calculations in terms of the design parameters given in Table I. We note

that under these conditions, the initial potential 00 = -Jy2/2E 0 c2

has a magnitude of 7.2 volts, a quantity much larger than the potential

of the thermal electrons at the cathode.

The exit conditions require further comment. For Brillouin flow it

is required that both the plasma frequency and velocity gradient across

the beam should be equal to D . We see from Table I that neither ofc

these conditions is satisfied, although the most serious error is the

high value of w at the exit. If the exit plane were to be moved
p

closer to the cathode, the beam plasma frequency at the exit plane would

be decreased, but simultaneously the exit angle of the lower edge tra-

jectory would be increased radically. Thus if the cutoff plane is at

the point u = 2v on the top trajectory, with all other conditions as

given in Table I, we find that while the upper edge trajectory leaves

the gun parallel to the cathode, and co at the exit plane is reduced
9 p

to 3.53 x 109 sec , the exit angle for the lower edge trajectory is

almost 15 degrees. In the early course of these experiments, a gun

with this geometry was constructed and tested and was found to give

inferior results in terms of transmission and visual appearance of the

beam, in comparison to the gun with the extended cutoff plane. We shall

consider the exit plane conditions later in discussing photographs of the

beam; suffice it to say here that in practice it appears that the beam is

somewhat thicker near the exit plane than predicted by the theory; hence

W is not as large as the value given in Table I. The best results are
P

obtained then with optics where the edge trajectory exit angles are small

and approximately equal.

Unless otherwise noted, all of the data which we present were obtained

with the gun whose design is based upon the geometry of Fig. 5.7 and

the parameters given in Table I.

m l)we may note that Jy and B0 are not independent, and in fact

the choice of one of these quantities immediately determines the other,
a condition we should expect for "nonchaotic" space-charge flow in a
magnetic field.
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TABLE I

A. DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL SHORT GUN

total beam current IC 105 ma

beam width 1.1 in.

current density at the cathode J 48.8 ma/cm2

dc magnetic field B0  140 gauss

linear normalization factor Y E Oc/ 3  .0254 in./normalized unit

potential normalization factor IJy2/02 , 4  14.4 volts/unit of
normalized potential

anode potential OA 540 volts

perveance 7.98 x 10-6

beam thickness 5 at the exit plane .010 in.

B. EXIT CONDITIONS

upper edge trajectory at the exit plane potential 274 volts
exit angle 6.57 degrees

lower edge trajectory at the exit plane potential 249 volts
exit angle 2.08 degrees

average velocity at exit 9.61 x 106 m/sec

velocity gradient across the beam at exit 1.85 x 0 sec 1

plasma frequency of the beam at exit w 5.41 x log sec 1

p

cyclotron frequency wn 2.46 x l09 sec 1

c
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2. Mechanical Design of the Short Gun

Since one of the principal purposes of the experiments as to verify

the theoretical design of these guns, certain requirements were placed on

a suitable experimental gun which might not otherwise be necessary for a

gun whose sole purpose is to "produce a beam." One such requirement

which influenced the design of the experimental guns is the need for a

uniform temperature over the cathode emitting surface, to insure that

the entire cathode is actually space-charge-limited. In addition, it is

necessary that the emitting surface be accurately aligned with respect

to the other focusing elements at operating temperature. Finally,

since the experiments were performed under less than ideal vacuum con-

ditions, it is necessary that the cathode be rugged and not easily sus-

ceptable to poisoning or,alternatively, be easily replaceable.

The important mechanical details of the gun structure are shown in

Fig. 5.9. Photographs of the assemblies and some of the parts are illus-

trated in Fig. 5.10.

The rectangular cathode button, which is in the form of a shallow

box, is electroformed from nickel. The double bifilar heater is of

tungsten wire and is sprayed with an insulating coating of alumina. The

cathode surface is of the extended interface type, formed by sintering

nickel powder to the base metal of the cathode. This procedure results

in an improved bond between the oxide coating material and the nickel

substrate and in general a more rugged cathode than if the coating is

applied directly to the smooth base metal.

The entire cathode assembly, consisting of the cathode button, heater

and heat shields, is keyed into position in the channeled cathode block

by ten sapphire rods. These rods provide insulation as well as mechanical

alignment, and since the cathode button only touches them at one short line

of tangency, heat losses are quite small. The rods are positioned so that

they are all in contact with the cathode button at operating temperature,

thus insuring accurate alignment of the button. The single constraint

not supplied by the system of rods is provided by a spring loaded screw,

which passes through an insulated sleeve in the bottom of the cathode

block, and which attaches to a nut welded to the underside of the cathode.

This screw also provides a convenient electrical connection to the cathode.
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a. Short gun cathodie and heater.

h. Short gun cathode and anodeagmio

FIG. 5. IO--Photo,,raph:; ol' tht' :;hort gun.
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The cathode block was clamped into a mounting fixture (not shown in Fig.

5.9) which in turn supports the focusing electrodes. These wereformed

from a single piece of sheet metal as is the anode. The shaping and

alignment of these electrodes is accomplished by means of a jig and as

they are thermally isolated from the hot cathode, the amount of thermal

misalignment is kept at a minimum.

This type of cathode assembly is found to have a very uniform tem-

perature over the emitting surface. Thus at 8500C the temperature

variation over the uncoated cathode surface is only about 100C, as

measured by an optical pyrometer.

Originally, confining electrodes were placed at the sides of the

cathode to prevent lateral spreading of the beam. These electrodes

consisted of "Pierce electrodes" inclined at 45 degrees, with respect

to the cathode. During the early cour-se of the experiments these elec-

trodes were removed, with little or no apparent effect on the beam optics,

in order to be better able to view the profile of the convergent beam in

the gun.

It should be noted that the mechanical design of the short gun as

we have described it is the result of a certain amount of trial and error

which was necessary to achieve the desired results. Most of the experience

acquired during this process was put to very good use in the subsequent

design of the long gun, and as a result few mechanical and structural

difficulties were encountered during this latter stage of the work.

3. Experiments with the Short Gun
(12)

a. Measurement of Cathode Current as a Function of the Gun Parameters.

In Appendix B approximate expressions relating the total gun current,

I c ,voltage applied to the anode, OA , and the magnetic field, B0 ,

are derved for both guns. For the short gun, the expression is of the

form

Ic = -G B 0
3 + H B0 A ' (5.2)

(12)All of the short gun measurements were made under space-charge

limited conditions at the cathode.



where G and H are geometrical constants. Since the derivation of this

expression is based on a small perturbation of the gun transit angle,

u , from the exact design conditions, it is not valid for large departures

of either B or OA from the design values. In the range of validity

however, we see that for constant B0 , the current should vary linearly

with anode voltage, while for constant OA , the current should decrease

with increasing B0 .

In Fig. 5.11 measured values of cathode current as a function

OA for a number of values of B0 are shown.(1 3 ) The solid lines are

obtained from Eq. (5.2) where the values of the constants are those given

in Appendix B. The exact design p:4nts for the different values of

magnetic field are also shown. We see that for each value of magnetic

field the experimental points are in excellent agreement with the theory,

except for values of anode voltage significantly below the design points,

where the measured currents all lie above the theoretical curves. This

we should expect in view of the approximatins used in deriving Eq. (5.2).

Physically, at these low values of anode voltage, the actual electron

trajectories are significantly altered from the design trajectories, and

hence the variation in the transit angle may not be treated as a small

perturbation.

Now if the gun trajectories are maintained constant by keeping the

scaling parameter OA/302  fixed at approximately the design value,

Eq. (5.2) implies that Ic = OA3/2 as is the case for any space-charge

limited gun. In Fig. 5.1. this _ 'vior _ shown. Experimental values

of Ic are plotted on a two-thirds power scale as a function of OA

for two values of the scaling parameter greater and and less than the design

value. The solia curves are computed from Eq. (5.?). In this case

the gun transit angle is fixed and we should expect all of the experimental

points to be on a straight line. We see that for most points, agreement

of experimental values with the theory is within 5 per cent.

The type of data which is presented in Figs. 5.11 and 5.12 was taken

on a number of occasions after reassembly of the gun for repairs or other
(13)During these measurements, conditions in the drift region were

adjusted for optimum transmission, and it should be noted that the gun
current was found to be completely insensitive to variations in sole and
circuit voltages.
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OA/BO 2= 3.21 X 10- 2

140 - Experimental Points

* OA/BO0 = 2.58 x lo-2 'olts/gauss 2

120

9 OA/BO2 = 3.21 x 10-2 volts/rauss 2

100 The solid lines are plotted from2

Eq.5.2 
01A /BO 0 2.58 x 10-

800

400

20 The design valve of' OA3 2.716 x 10- 2 volts/gaus 2

100 200 300 ~ 400 500 00

Anode voltage O

FIG. 5.12--Short gun characteristic for constant OA/B 0
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reasons and such data was found to be reproducible in most cases to an

accuracy of 5 per cent. Such variation undoubtedly resulted from errors

in alignment and possibly imperfections in the emitting surface of the

cathode. Since errors in the measurement of the magnetic field and the

voltages and currents were on the order of 2 to 3 per cent, we concluded

that the discrepancy between theory and experiment could well result from

experimental error.

It may be noted that, with the gun operating at design conditions,

no measurable current was drawn by the gun anode. It was found necessary

to raise the anode voltage about 20 per cent above design value in order

for this electrode to draw current, and for further increase in OA

such current was found to increase very rapidly.'14' These observations

would tend to indicate a very well defined beam in the gun region. This

conclusion is supported by the visual appearance of the beam as seen in

the various photographs. (see Fig. 5.19).

b. Transmission Measurements.

These measurements consisted in determining the amount of beam

current collected by the drift region electrodes: (1) as a function of

the circuit and sole potentials with the gun parameters fixed at, or

near, design conditions, and (2) as a function of conditions in the gun

with the sole and circuit voltages held constant. During all of these

measurements the geometry of the gun in relation to the drift region

electrodes was as shown in Fig. 5.13.

Before considering the detailed results, some general comments

regarding the transmission characteristics are in order. Under all cir-

cumstances, in order to achieve maximum transmission, it was found

necessary to increase the electric field intensity in the drift region,

over the value existing at the exit plane of the gun. This phenomenon

is probably a consequence of the high charge density at the gun exit, a

result of the gun's excessive convergence mentioned above. Furthermore,

for all conditions under which it was possible to support a stable beam

in the drift region, very low sole currents, usually much less than 1

per cent of the total beam current were observed. Furthermore, the sole

(14 6e section D-3b of this chapter.
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current under these conditions was always found tobe negative,(l5) even

when the sole was made positive with respect to the cathode. It is

thought that this negative sole current was a result of positive ion

current to the sole and possibly of secondary emission effects. In

support of the former, it was noted that the magnitude of this negative

current was pressure-dependent, and was found to increase with increasing

pressure.

(i). Transmission characteristics as a function of the drift region

electrode potentials. With the gun at approximately the design conditions,

currents to the circuit, sole and collector were measured as a function

of the circuit potential for a number of values of sole potential. In

Fig. 5.14 the current intercepted by the circuit is plotted as a function

of circuit voltage for both positive and negative sole voltage. Figure

5.15 shows the negative sole currents corresponding to the data of the

preceding figure. We see that, under optimum conditions, transmissions

of about 98 per cent are achieved, even for positive sole voltages, over

a range of approximately 200 volts, or 20 per cent, variation in Oct

The extreme left ends of both sets of these curves, corresponding

to lower values of Oct and markedly increased circuit and sole currents,

represent areas of relative beam instability since both circuit current

and negative sole current tended to fluctuate and were not reproducible

in this region. For values of Oct giving approximate field continuity

between the gun and drift region, rather poor transmission was noted with

10 to 20 per cent of the total beam current going to the circuit. Under

these conditions the magnitude of the negative sole current was also

somewhat larger, although generally not exceeding 1-2 ma. On the other

end of the transmission curves, where Oct is greater than the range

of voltage for minimum interception, no evidence of instability was seen;

in this range, we see from the data that the current intercepted by the

circuit slowly increases with increasing circuit voltage. However, the

sole current is seen to reach a minimum value of less than 25 a .

(ii). Transmission as a function of gun potential. Figure 5.16

shows the circuit current, normalized to the total cathode current, as

(15 e define negative current in this case to be opposite in polarity
to the collector current.
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a function of the gun anode voltage. For all points shown, current to

the sole is less than 100 ±a and is negative. The significant result

of this measurement is that a sharp minimum in current intercepted by

the circuit is located very near the exact design voltage for the gun.

The principal effect on the transmission of varying 0A from the design

value is to cause the beam to enter the drift region nonparallel to the

sole-circuit planes. The net result is a rippling beam and increased

current collection by the second anode.

(iii). Cathode current and transmission as a function of cathode

bias voltage. Normally the cathode was kept at the same potential as

the focusing electrodes which are grounded. The cathode was, however,

electrically isolated from ground. When the cathode was biased slightly

positive or negative with respect to the beam focusing electrodes, the

effect was to cha.. . the cathode current without changing appreciably

the shape or the transmission characteristics of the beam (see Fig. 5.18f).

Moreover, the variation of cathode current with cathode bias voltage,

for small bias voltage, was found to be reasonably linear. Cathode

current and circuit current as a function of cathode bias voltage are

shown in Fig. 5.17. The values of circuit current are included as a

general indication of the effect of such biasing on overall beam character-

istics. It was noted that while this type of biasing would provide an

easy method of current modulating the beam, it was not possible, by

biasing the cathode sufficiently positive, to cut off the beam entirely.

Moreover, after reducing the cathode current more than about 35 per cent

by this means, it was found that noticeable current was collected by

the gun anode.

c. Photographs of the Beam

At pressures of approximately 10- torr, it is possible to observe

the approximate geometry of the beam by means of the weak ionization

and excitation induced by the beam. Estimates of the accuracy of this

technique as applied to the M-type geometry have been made,1 9 and both

the effect of the ion fields and the errors due to the combination of

the drift velocity and the finite relaxation time of the collision-

excited molecules have been found to be negligible. The former result

is in agreement with our observations, since no significant change,
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either in total beam current or transmission was noted in making a change

of pressure from 5 X 10- 7 to 10- 5 torr, except in the case of partially

poisoned cathodes where the higher pressure tended to restore the lagging

emission.

In the case of the short gun, the pressure was raised by introducing

hydrogen into the system by means of a titanium hydride generator of the

type used in hydrogen thyratrons. By this means, reasonably accurate

pressure control could be achieved by adjusting the power to the generator

heater, while maintaining full pumping speed. This procedure, however,

was found to be somewhat damaging to the cathode, probably as a result

of the poisoning effects of the hydrogen, and in the later experiments

with the long gun the hydrogen system was removed and increased beam

viewing pressures provided by decreasing the pumping speed. It is felt

that this latter procedure caused less cathode damage than the former.

Visual observations of the beam profile were made in two ways. By

using a vernier telescope, it was possible to see any fine details which

might escape detection with the naked eye as well as to measure the beam

thickness. In addition numerous photographs of the beam under varied

gun and drift region conditions were taken.

Figure 5.18 shows a series of representative photographs of the beam

in the gun and drift region. These prints were made from color trans-

parencies taken with high-speed Ektachrome color reversal film. The

printing paper was !elected so as to have a very hard response to blue,

the color of the beam, and a much softer response to yellow and red.

As a result the effective cathode glare was reduced and a sharp profile

of the convergent beam in the gun was obtained.

Figure 5.18a is intended to represent an example of a reasonably

straight, well-focused berm. From the photograph, recalling that the

length of the cathode is .3 in., we see that the thickness of the beam

in the drift region, well away from the gun exit plane, is about .040

to .045 inches. The effective convergence of the gun is then about 7:1.

For a beam current of 114 ma, with a beam drift velocity equal to EdB 0

in the drift region, and an assumed beam width of 1.1 in., the ideal

Brillouin thickness is .036 in.; thus the ratio of the measured beam

thickness to that of the corresponding Brillouin beam is about 1.2
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FIG. 5.18--Photogaphs of the team from the short gun.
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The gun is then seemingly successful in launching a beam approximating

planar Brillouin flow, at least in its gross features.

Several comments should be made regarding this conclusion. In

order to achieve the optimum focusing shown in the photograph, it was

necessary to abruptly accelerate the beam at the gun exit. Thus on the

basis of the gun design, the average beam velocity at exit, for the

conditions of, th photograph, is approximately 1 x 107 r/sec while EdB0

in the drift region is 1.53 x 10 7 m/sec. Note additionally that while

the average beam thickness in the drift region is only slightly greater

than that for a Brillouin beam, some evidence of instability and departure

from Brillouin flow is seen. In all of the beam photographs, we note

that the lower edge of the beam is not uniformly well defined. At periodic

intervals along the beam, relatively thin laminar sections appear to

separate from the main portion of the beam and diverge toward the sole. (1
6 )

This effect is more pronounced under less ideal focusing conditions than

those of Fig. 5.15a, but is clearly seen in the extreme right end of all

of the beam photographs in Fig. 5.18. This phenomenon appears at periodic

intervals of approximately X along the beam. It is thought thatc
these "tails" probably are the envelopes of a relatively small class of

electron trajectories which are undulating across the beam as a whole.

These excessively perturbed trajectories are probably a result of the

sudden acceleration experienced by the beam at the gun exit plane and

are most likely a periodic repetition of the beam spreading which occurs

in this area.

It should be noted that under no conditions was any visual evidence

of rf growth, such as a continual increase in beam thickness, seen in

the drift region. This observation is in general agreement with the

absence of measurable sole current.

The remainder of the beam photographs are intended to show the

general behavior of the beam under less ideal focusing conditions than

those of Fig. 5.15a.

Figures 5.18 b and c show the effect of increasing and decreasing

(1 9Et is definitely believed that this phenomenon is not related to
hollow beam instability. We have shown in Appendix A, in agreement with
the earlier results of Pierce, that such dc instabilities should not
exist for planar crossed-field beams.
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the circuit voltage in comparison to the value in the first photograph.

We see that 0c may be varied 20 per cent without greatly affecting

the shape of the beam, a result in agreement with the transmission data

shown in Fig. 5.14.

Figures 5.18 d and e show the beam with the sole potential zero and

+ 45 volts, respectively. As the sole voltage is increased, the effect

is to increase the potential discontinuity at the exit plane. We see

that, as a consequence, the beam becomes somewhat less compact and in the

case of positive OS , undulates noticeably. Again, it should be emphasized

that even under such conditions as these no significant sole current

was measured.

Figure 5.18 f shows the geometry of the beam with the cathode biased

+ 45 volts with respect to the focusing electrodes. The beam current is

approximately half that measured with no bias voltage. From the photograph,

which indicates the extent of the cathode emitting surface, it appears

that most of the current is drawn from the center of the cathode, with

little current coming from the edges near the focusing electrodes. The

shape of the resultant beam is then similar to that of a beam from a

shorter cathode. It is thought that the normal components of the biasing

field, which is certainly the strongest on the portions of the cathode

surface nearest the focusing electrodes, effectively "cutoff" these

areas, yet that the potentials do not vary sufficiently from the exact

values to greatly alter the shape of the remaining portion of the beam

coming from the center of the cathode.

Figure 5.19 shows an enlargement of the beam in the gun region.

The points outline the edge trajectories of the theoretical beam which

is traced to the approximate position of the exit plane. The black

rectangular area near the cathode is an obstruction between the camera

and the end of the cathode which is seen in all of the photographs. We

see that the shape of the experimental beam is in good agreement with

the theory, except near the exit plane, where the beam spreads and is

considerably thicker than predicted. We note in addition what appears

to be a slight deficiency in emission from the rear of the cathode.

On the basis of these photographs we concludedthat the gun focuses

the beam substantially as predicted by the theory, except near the exit



FIG. 5.19--The beam in the gun region
showing the theoretical edge
trajectories.



plane where spreading occurs, and consequently the high space-charge

densities, predicted by the flow equations, are not achieved in practice.

By accelerating the beam at the exit, an apparent tendency towards insta-

bility andbeambreakup is overcome, and a reasonable approximation to

Brillouin flow is achieved. In practice it may well be desirable to

provide such additional acceleration somewhat more gradually than has

been done in these experiments. Thus a short transition region might

be placed between the gun and the drift region to accelerate the beam

to the drift region velocity. It is also possible that the same result

might be achieved by modifying the gun electrodes near the exit plane so

as to raise the gun exit velocity without greatly altering the form of

the beam. However, in view of the success achieved with the simple gun

as we have described it, these possibilities have not been pursued further.

D. THE EXPERIMENTAL LONG GUN

1. Design Considerations

The electrode configuration for the long gun which we have studied

is shown in Fig. 5.20. The focusing electrodes correspond to the normal-

ized equipotential 0 = 0 while the anode is a portion of the equipotential

0 = 2000. The normalized cathode length, L , is 130, and the cutoff

plane is at X = 1000 on the upper edge trajectory. At the exit plane,

the values of u on the upper and lower edge trajectories are 44.7 and

41.7, respectively; thus the average transit angle in the gun is roughly

about 14 n . The beam thickness at exit is 3.0 normalized units, and

thus on the basis of dc theory, the gun would be expected to have an

area convergence of 43.4.

We may show, as in Eq.(5. 1), that the slope dY/dX at any point on

the long gun trajectories is given in terms of u simply by

dY = tan 1 (53)
dU u

a monotonically decreasing function of u . The exit angles of the upper

and lower edge trajectories are then found to be 1.28 degrees and 1.37

degrees, respectively. In view of these small values, the gun was not

tilted in an effort to minimize the injection angles, as was done with

the short gun.
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The remainder of the design parameters are evaluated exactly as

before. The results are summarized in Table II. We see that at the

exit, the beam, on the basis of the gun theory, almost exactly satisfies

the Brillouin conditions. This we should expect, since it can be shown

very simply from the flow equations that at any point in the beam suffi-

ciently far from a finite length cathode, the Brillouin conditions are

satisfied to a high degree of accuracy. Thus, in principle, insofar as

it is possible to establish the flow, the long gun would seem to provide

the ultimate solution to the problem of producing Brillouin flow. However,

we shall see that experimentally there are difficulties, and the theory

is overoptimistic, primarily because of the appearance of rf instabilities

in the gun flow.

For the design parameters given in Table II. the quantity 0

the initial potential at the cathode, has a value of .114 volts. At a

cathode temperature of 900°C, kT = .101 electron volts, so that at the

cathode the conditions for the validity of the simple flow solution are

approximately satisfied. We may also note that by scaling the gun

parameters, that is, by varying the anode potential OA and B0  such

that A/Bo2 is constant at the design value of 7.10 X 10
-4 v/gauss2

it is possible to vary 0 so that its value ranges well above and

below the value of the thermal potential. Thus for B0 = 1000 gauss

and 400 gauss, the corresponding values of 00 are .178 volts and

.0285 volts, respectively. The effect of this form of scaling on the

beam has been examined experimentally and will be discussed later.

It should be pointed out that we have purposely chosen a rather

short cathode, primarily for very practical reasons, the principal one

being the necessity for limiting the beam current because of collector

cooling problems. The ability to be able to carry out the type of scaling

measurements discussed in the previous paragraph, and the magnetic field

which is available, essentially determines the choice of J . Hence,y
the restriction on total current dictates the choice of the cathode

length. It should be emphasized that, in principle, much greater con-

vergence, current and perveance are available from this type of gun

through the use of a longer cathode.
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TABLE II

A. Design Parameters for the Experimental Long Gun

total beam current I 104 ma
c

beam width 1.1 in.

current density at the cathode Jy 200 ma/cm2

dc magnetic field B0  800 gauss

linear normalization factor nJ/ YC 3  .000559 inches/normal-
ized unit

potential normalization factor mx2/e0 2w
4  .227 volts/unit of

normalized potential

anode potential OA 454 volts

perveance 10.8 x 10-6

B. Exit Conditions

beam thickness 5 at the exit plane .00168 in.

upper edge trajectoryat the exit plane;
potential 227 volts
exit angle 1.28 degrees

lower edge trajectory at the exit plane;
potential 197 volts
exit angle 1.37 degrees

average velocity at exit 8.63 x 10 6m/sec

velocity gradient across the beam at exit: 1.46 x 1010 sec 1

beam plasma frequency at exit w 1.42 x 1010 sec "I

p

cyclotron frequency c 1.41 x 1010 sec 1
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2. Mechanical Design of the Long Gun

The details of the experimental long gun are shown in Fig. 5.21.

In many respects this structure is similar to the short gun discussed

earlier. While the cathode emitting surface is physically smaller than

that of the short gun, the sane type of cathode and heater assembly, as

well as the means of aligning this structure with respect to the focusing

electrodes, has been employed with equally good success in this later

gun.

The curved surfaces of the anode and focusing electrodes were

machined from solid stock. The anode curvature was approximated by two

straight lines and two circular arcs of different radii.- With solid

electrodes of this type, the alignment problem was reduced to one of

aligning p' %ne, rather than curved surfaces. The alignment was therefore

simpler, and more accurate than for the earlier gun.

The cathode surface was prepared in a somewhat different fashion

from the earlier gun. In this case, a fine nickel mesh (250 meshes per

in., wire diameter .0016 in.) was bonded to the surface of the cathode

button under pressure in a hydrogen atmosphere at 9500 C. The chief

advantage of this technique over the nickel powder method was a greater

uniformity in the thickness of the applied matrix material.

As shown in Fig. 5.21, confining Pierce electrodes inclined at 45

degrees to the cathode plane are situated at each side of the cathode.

Since these electrodes obscure only a very small portion of the beam

close to the cathode, they do not provide a serious hindrance to beam

viewing.

Photographs of the gun and some of its component parts are shown in

Fig. 5.22. It should be noted that, as the result of a later experiment,

the electrodes as shown in the photographs have been modified (see section

3f of this chapter). The cutoff plane has in effect been moved much

closer to the cathode by removing a portion of the anode and the forward

focusing electrode. All other details are as originally constructed.

3. Experiments with the Long Gun

As was the case for the earlier gun, the experiments which were

performed with the long gun were generally of two types: (i) experiments
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a. Short gun cathode and anode as.,;emblie,.

b. Short gun cathode and heater.

FIG. tx.22--Photoigraph:v of' the :,hort, gun.
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dealing only with the gun and with the beam in the gun region (sections

a, b and c) and (ii) transmission measurements dealing with the nature

of the beam in the drift region (section d) as a function of both the

gun and drift region parameters. In addition, visual observations of

the beam are described in section e, while two additional experiments

involving basic changes in the long gun optics are discussed in section

f.

The object of the first group of experiments (i), like similar ones

performed with the short gun, was to verify the dc th-r , ., .... Inng

gun. Thus, these measurements consisted primarily of obtaining cathode

current as a function of anode potential and magnetic field over a wide

range of these parame+ors (section a). In addition to these measurements,

the cutoff characteristics of the gun, i.e., current collected by the

accelerating anode as a function of magnetic field, were obtained (section

b). Such data is of interest since the absence of an abrupt cutoff of

anode current is characteristic of an unstable beam, that is, a beam

containing excess energy electrons. Finally, the effects of biasing

the focusing electrodes with respect to the cathode were investigated

(section c) in an experiment much like an earlier one performed with

the short gun.

The second series of experiments (ii) was much more extensive than

was the similar group of measurements made with the earlier gun, primarily

because cif the appearance of beam instabilities as evidenced by the

collectioh of current by the sole. Such current was noted even with

this electrode bias,,' -xay v- '.s negative with respect to the cathode.

As mentioned earlier, this phenome 'on has been observed in almost all

previous crossed-field experiments. The mechanism responsible for such

sole current as well as the excessivw amounts of noise usually measured

in cr03sed-field beams is not at present understood. Some evidence

(including that from the present work) indicates that these phenomena

are related to diocotron or slipping-stream amplification6,2 9 30 in the

beam and to some form of instability originating very close to the cathode

which appears to depend on whether the cathode is space-charge or

temperature limited.18  In the long gun transmission measurements, we

have attempted to gain as much information as possible as to precisely

which aspects of the beam or its external environment are important in
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determining the magnitude of the sole current, and consequently, how

it may be possible to overcome this instability.

For the most part, the transmission experiments consisted in measuring

the magnitude and other properties of the sole current as a function of

certain parameters characteristic of the gun, the drift region, or the

beam itself. With the exception of certain of the early experiments

(see for example, section d-i), the circuit was sufficiently far removed

from the beam so that little measurable circuit current was observed

under most experimental conditions. In addition to measuring the total

sole current intercepted by the continuous sole, in some cases measure-

ments were made of the sole current distribution as a function of the

distance from the gun exit plane. These results were obtained by using

the segmented sole structure. In addition, some attempts, by using

Langmair probe techniques, 32 were made to measure the temperature of the

elections collected at the sole. These measurements consisted of obtaining

negative sole current as a function of the negative sole potential for

both the continuous sole and for the individual sections of the segmented

sole. A semilogarithmic plot of such data, if linear, may be related to

the electron temperature T , since for a Maxwellian energy distribution

of the sole current electrons the slope of such a curve is e/kT . In

many cases, experimental curves of this sort (including ours) are found

not to have a constant slope, so an accurate evaluation of temperature

is not possible. Moreover, such experiments are subject to rather large

errors, as a result of secondary emission effects at the sole. The

results obtained are therefore somewhat suspect, and do not represent

a very accurate description of the true energy distribution. We have

included such measurements only as a means of obtaining a rough comparison

of the energy spread in the beam under various conditions and at different

locations in the drift region.

Section d-i describes investigations of the transmission of the

beam through the drift region as a function of the externally applied

fields, these fields being continuous between the gun and drift region.

The data are found to be scalable in terms of the quantity (Oct - Os)/B,

which we shall hereafter refer to as the drift region scaling parameter.

In section d-ii the observed dependency of the sole current on the total
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beam current when the cathode is space-charge limited is described,

while in section d-iii the reduction in the magnitude of the total sole

current brought about by temperature-limiting the cathode is presented.

In sections d-iv through d-vi we describe a series of measurements

related entirely to conditions in the drift region. During these experi-

ments the gun parameters were kept at or near the design values, except

when the cathode current was reduced from the design value by temperature

limiting. In section d-iv, the observed dependency of the sole current

on the value of the drift region scaling parameter is discussed. In

these experiments potential and field discontinuities existed at the gun

exit plane. It is found that the sole current becomes very small for

sufficiently large values of the scaling parameter. In section d-v we

consider the distribution of sole current as a function of the distance

from the gun exit plane, the experimental observations having been

carried out for various conditions in the drift region, and for both

space-charge and temperature limited conditions at the cathode. In

section d-vi the measurements of sole current temperature are described,

and particular note is made of the observed dependency of these measure-

ments on the value of the scaling parameter.

Like the short gun, described earlier, the long gun was normally

operated space-charge limited. However, some of the measurements,

particularly those pertaining to the beam instabilities, were made

under both space charge and temperature-limited conditions. In the

following sections, these data are given simultaneously for purposes of

comparison. However, unless specifically noted, the measurements were

made under space-charge limited conditions.

a. Measurement of Cathode Current as a Function of the Gun Parameters.

We show in Appendix B for the long gun that the cathode current, anode

voltage and magnetic field should vary approximately according to the

relation

Ic  M A2/BO , (5 . 4 )
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where M is a constant dependent on geometry.(  ] Since the derivation

of this equation is not based upon a perturbation approximation in u ,

as was the corresponding expression for the short gun, it does not have

such a limited range of validity, and in particular, it should hold

over a range of anode voltages widely different from the design value.

However, as a result of such variation on OA , the gun transit angle,

and hence the shape of the trajectories, do change. If OA and B0

are varied so that OA/BO , and hence the shape of the trajectories

remain unchanged, the current varies as OA3/2 , as we should expect

for a normal space-charge limited gun.

Figure 5.23 shows the values of I which were measured experimen-c

tally as a function of OA for four different values of B0 . The

solid curves are plotted from Eq. (5.4) with the constant M as

evaluated in Appendix B. In addition, the exact design points (OA/Bo2

= 7.10 X 10-  v/gauss ) are shown for each value of B0 . The experi-
mental results are seen to be in good agreement with the theory, except

for values of OA and Ic very much below the design points where the

experimental values of current are smaller than predicted by theory.

Figure 5.24 shows the experimental values of Ic for two different

constant values of _A/Bo 2 , larger and smaller than the exact design

value. The experimental points are plotted on a two-thirds power scale

as before. The solid curves are plotted from Eq. (5.4) for the two

experimental values of OA/B02 as well as the exact design value of

this quantity. Again, the experimental points are seen to be in good

agreement with the theory. The same remarks, which were made earlier for

the short gun on experimental error and reproducibility of this type of

measurements, also apply to these results.

b. Measurement of the Cutoff Characteristics of the Long Gun. The

object of this experiment was to determine how well defined the beam

was at the gun exit. The measurement consisted of determining the

fraction of the cathode current drawn by the accelerating anode as a

(17£fhe difference in the form of Eq. (5.4) and the corresponding
expression for the short gun [Eq. (5.2)] should be noted. Previous

workers8,18 have found experimentally that the cathode current of simpler

guns of both the long and short types varies approximately as the ratio of
the anode voltage square"I o'acv the ma, net c ui thus the form of Eq.
(5.4) is not unexpected.
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function of the magnetic field strength. The results are shown in Fig.

5.25. The ratio of the anode current IA , normalized to the cathode

current, is shown as a function of magnetic field which is normalized

to the design value of B0  for OA = 114 volts. Data are shown for

both space-charge and temperature limited conditions at the cathode.

In the latter case the heater power was reduced so that I reachedc
exactly half of its space-charge limited value. We see that at the

design value of B0 , the normalized anode current is reduced from unity

to a factor of roughly 5 x 10-3 and that this reduction occurs over a

range of from 50 to 100 per cent of the design magnetic field. In

addition, the space-charge limited points are seen to always fall below

the corresponding temperature-limited values. We may compare these

results with those of Anderson,31 who has made similar measurements on

a short gun, similar to ours, which was recently incorporated into an

M-type backward wave amplifier. Anderson's data are shown in Fig. 5.26.

Normalized anode current is shown as a function of the magnetic field

also normalized to the design value. From his data we see that the rate

of reduction of IA is more rapid than for our results. For Anderson's

gun, normalized anode current obtained under space-charge limited conditions

always is greater than its temperature-limited values. In addition, the

normalized anode current reaches a plateau well below the cathode current;

this plateau is at a much lower level in the temperature-limited case.

In our measurements with the long gun, no such plateau was observed even

with a normalized anode current as low as 10-5

We suggest that the behavior observed with Anderson's gun is actually

a result of secondary electrons which are formed when a portion of the

beam strikes the front focusing electrode near the exit plane. As a

result of the decreased separation between the focusing electrode and

anode in this region, the critical magnetic field(18 ) is about 1.5 times

the design field for the gun, and hence secondaries from the focusing

electrode could strike the anode. The only difficulty with this explanation

is that on the basis of this simple argument, the same phenomena should

be observed for the long gun for, as in Anderson's case, the critical

magnetic field near the exit plane is larger than the design field.

(18)For a definition of this quantity, see section d.
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If the interpretation of Anderson's results is correct, it would

seem that similar plateaus should exist for the long gun and perhaps

are to be found at somewhat lower values of normalized anode current.

The alternative possibilities that no electrons strike the focusing

electrodes for values of B0 larger than the design value or that no

secondaries are produced as a result, would seem doubtful in view of

the excessive sole current which has been observed in the drift region.

As a result of the mechanical structure of the gun, it was not possible

to measure current to the focusing electrode directly. However, by

measuring Ic and the currents to the other electrodes it could be seen

that the magnitude of such current, if present, was small.

c. Cathode Bias Measurements. The object of this experiment, like

that of similar measurements made with the short gun, was to determine

the e-: cts on the total beam current and on beam transmission of biasing

the cathode at a potential above or below that of the focusing electrodes.

The results of such measurements are closely related to the focusing

properties of the gun and are of importance as a possible method of

beam modulation. These results are therefore included here rather than

with the remainder of the transmission measurements in section d.

For these measurements the geometry of the gun with respect to the

drift region electrodes was the same as in the experiments described

in section d-i. The cathode current as well as the current to all bther

electrodes was measured as the cathode was biased both positively and

negatively with respect to the focusing electrodes. The results are

shown in Fig. 5.27. We see that the beam is almost entirely cut off for

a bias potential of + 100 volts, approximately 40 per cent of OA "

The ability to achieve such a cutoff is undoubtedly a function of the

cathode length. When the cathode was made negative, although the cathode

current continued to increase, a sharp drop was noted in the current

injected from the gun into thedrift region (the sum of the currents to

the sole, circuit and collector). This was almost certainly a result

of current being collected by the forward focusing electrode. At the

same time, current was also collected by the gun anode, probably a result

of secondary electrons from the focusing electrode. This behavior is

shown for moderate values of negative bias potential.
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d. Transmission Measurements. In the following sections we shall

discuss many of our results in terms of the scaling parameter

ct " 2 which is proportional to the product of the cyclotron

wavelength and the sole-circuit spacing. However, since much of the

data in the literature, particularly the work of the French, is presented

in terms of the parameter BdBc , where Bc? the critical magnetic

field, is given by Bc = l/d [ct - 0s/- q  ,' we shall also indicate

the magnitude of this quantity wherever appropriate. We note that Bc
represents the value of magnetic field at which electrons, leaving the

cathode plane of an infinite magnetron diode with zero velocity, will

reach the anode with zero normal velocity, assuming that (0ct - Os)

represents the potential difference between the cathode and anode.

Furthermore, we note that for a constant sole-circuit spacing (B/Bc)2

is proportional to the reciprocal of the scaling parameter.

The geometry for the long gun transmission measurements is shown

in Fig. 5.28. During the course of these experiments, the sole-circuit

spacing d , and A , the distance of the sole below the end of the

focusing electrode, were varied. The particular values of these geometri-

cal quantities will be given in the discussion of the individual experi-

ments.

It should be noted that a direct comparison of data presented in

terms of the scaling parameter may be made only for data which is

obtained with the same value of d . In comparing data taken under

difierent geometries, a more useful parameter is the cyclotron wave-
F2

length Xc 21t/,qd [(Oct - Os)/B 0 ] . Thus, where appropriate, we shall

use both the scaling parameter and the corresponding value of Xc in

evaluating our results.

(d-i). Gross Characteristics of the Sole and Circuit Current. In

general, these experiments were considered as preliminary measurements

made in order to gain some knowledge as to the general behavior of the

system under a fairly wide range of operating parameters. The data

whichwere obtained were found to be scalable and are compared with some

similar measurements of Miller whicb were obtained using conventional

short gun optics.
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For these measurements, the values of the geometrical constants

d and A were .050 in. and zero, respectively. With this geometry,

in order to insure approximate field and potential continuity between

the gun and drift region, the circuit voltage must be twice the gun

voltage, and the sole nominally at the potential of the focusing electrodes.

The experimental procedure was then to measure the total cathode

current and the currents to the circuit, sole, and collector

(I c , Is ' I ) for given voltages on the anode, circuit, and

sole ( Oct O ') and for various values of B The collector

was normally kept at the potential of the circuit. In addition, for

this set of measurements, OA was equal to 1/2 0ct *

Miller has reported a similar series of measurements made with a

simpler optical system using a form of the French short gun, and has

found that I , normalized to Ic , if plotted as a function of the

scaling parameter Oct/B0  , is essentially independent of the actual

values of voltages and fields. We have plotted our data in a similar

manner in Fig. 5.29 which also shows the corresponding values of X c
in the drift region. The sole potential was zero for all of the data

shown. We see that these data are scalable, although for a given value

of the scaling parameter the largest value of normalized sole current

seems to be associated with the smallest value of B0 * The other

interesting aspect of these data is the very sharp reduction in sole

current for values of the scaling parameter greater than about 10-3 v/gauss2.

However it was found that as Is was so reduced, Ict , the current

collected by the circuit, was sharply increased so that for no values

of the scaling parameter was the transmission greater than about 70 per

cent. These values of circuit current, normalized to the cathode current,

are also found to be scalable and are shown in Fig. 5.30.

Figure 5.31 shows values of sole current obtained for two scaled

values of negative sole voltage, Os/Oct = - 50 , - 25 . The data,

obtained for zero voltage, are also included for purposes of comparison.

Although, for a given value of the scaling parameter, Is is seen to

decrease with increasing negative sole voltage, it was noted that for

values of the scaling parameter at which the circuit was collecting

current, the magnitude of this current was essentially independent of

the sole voltage.
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It is instructive to compare our results, using a more sophisticated

gun, with Miller's results. In Fig. 5.32 we show Miller's data, along

with a sketch of the electrode configuration used in obtaining them. These

data are in general agreement with ours except that in Miller's work

the abrupt decrease in I appears at a slightly larger value of thes

cyclotron wavelength. However, under no circumstances does Miller

report circuit current. It was speculated (and later confirmed by

experiment) that the effect of increasing the sole-circuit spacing in

our electrode system would be to eliminate the circuit current without

appreciably changing the value of the cyclotron wavelength at which the

sole current is cut off.

In regard to these scaling data, it should be noted that, in general,

the gun was not operating at the design parameters; thus, in no sense

should these data be regarded as representing optimum transmission

conditions.

A remark should be made regarding the significance of these results.

On the basis of the data shown in Figs. 5.29 and 5.30, it follows that

the phenomena responsible for the collection of both sole and circuit

currents is primarily a function of the geometry of the beam as measured

by the value of the scaling parameter which is proportional to X inc
the drift region. In the gun region where the electric field is non-

uniform, we have already pointed out that the shape of the gun trajectories

is determined by the value of the gun scaling parameter OA/BO2  (19)

In addition, u , the gun transit angle, and hence, the equivalent number

of cyclotron wavelengths of the beam in the gun, is also determined by

OA/B0 . In the present series of measurements we have shown that the

normalized sole current scales with the total number of cyclotron wave-

lengths of the beam (including the portion of the beam in the gun). In

section d-iv we shall see that normalized sole current scales in much

the same manner when only the value of X in the drift region is variedc
with the gun parameters held fixed, and moreover, that the sole current

may be greatly diminished by increasing the value of the drift region

scaling parameter sufficiently.

(19 )Note that 0 , the potential associated with the normal component

of the thermal velocities at the cathode, does not -cale with OA/,2

('7ce section d-iv).
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(d-ii The Total Sole Current as a Function of the Cathode Current

for Space-Charge-Limited Conditions at the Cathode. The object of this

set of experiments was to determine how the sole current varies with

the magnitude of the total beam current. Values of sole current were

measured as a function of Ic , which was varied by means of the gun

anode potential OA I under conditions of full space-charge limitation

at the cathode. Data were taken for three values of magnetic field.

Thevaluesof /B 2 and Oct/B 0 2 were always kept constant, so as to

maintain a constant value of the scaling parameter in the drift region.

The values of d and A were .100 in. and .010 in., respectively.

Figure 5.33 shows I plotted as a function of I for the threes c
values of B . From the slope of these curves we find that, for each

value of B0 , Is varies almost exactly as 1I3 over most of thea c
range. The other interesting aspect of these data is the tendency for
I to saturate at large values of I . The points in this region

s c

correspond to values of OA somewhat above the design value where

current is beginning to be collected by the gun anode. For the data

taken for B0 = 400 gauss, OA was purposely increased to the point

where relatively large currents were collected by the anode in order

to illustrate this effect. For the two points labeled on the graph,

increasing Ic from 40 to 46 ma resulted in an increase in IA  of

8 to 12 ma, while I increased only from 14 to 14.4 ma. Even if

compensation is made for the net current removed from the beam as a

result of anode interception, these points are still found to lie well

below the extension of the original slope. A possible implication of

this result is that the top edge of the beam, the portion intercepted

by the anode, contains a greater fraction of the excess energy electrons

which give rise to the sole current than does the beam as a whole. We

shall say more concerning this observation later.

(d-iii). The Effect of Temperature-Limiting the Cathode on the

Magnitude of the Sole Current. In the previous section we have seen

that the magnitude of the sole is dependent on the total beam current,

and in fact varies approximately as I to the third power when thec
cathode current is space-charge limited. In this section we shall

describe experiments which were performed with the cathode temperature-

limited. Under these conditions, a substantial reduction in the magnitude
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of the normalized sole current, as compared to the corresponding values

measured with the cathode space-charge-limited, was found.

Figure 5.34 shows the effect of temperature-limiting the cathode

on total sole current. For these measurements the gun anode voltage

was fixed at 256 volts, the design value for B0 = 600 gauss. The values

of d and A were .050 in. and zero, respectively. Values of cathode

current and normalized sole current are plotted as functions of the

heater current. We note a very abrupt drop-off in normalized sole

current at the corresponding knee of the cathode current curve. This

result indicates that the magnitude of the sole current is either

strongly dependent on the conditions at the cathode, upon the total

beam current, or both. We have already noted the dependency of I ons

the value of I . In order to determine the actual effect of conditionsc
-t the cathode it is necessary to compare sole current as a function of

cathode current under both space-charge- and temperature-limited con-

ditions at the cathode. The former measurements, where I is determinedc
by the gun anode potential, have been discussed in the previous section.

In Fig. 5.35 we show normalized sole current as a function of Ic '

where the latter was varied both by temperature-limiting the cathode and

by varying OA " Potentials on the drift region electrodes, the value

of B0 , and the geometry were the same for both of these sets of data,

although not the same as for the data shown in the previous figure. We

see that the normalized sole current falls off noticeably faster when

I is reduced by temperature-limiting, rather than by reducing thec

anode potential.

This reduction in sole current resulting from a temperature-limited

cathode has been noted previously by Guenard and Huber13 and by Epsztein

and Maillart. 33 A corresponding reduction in crossed-field beam noise

has been observed as a result of the same condition by Little, Ruppel

and Smith.14  One point regarding these earlier measurements should

be made. In each of the reported experiments, the electrode configuration

was basically similar to that used by Miller and illustrated in Fig.

5.32. In each case, the accelerating electrode above the cathode was

either an integral part of, or electrically connected to the positive

electrode in the drift region. In making their measurements, for a
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given cathode temperature, these investigators increased the accelerator

voltage until the cathode became temperature-limited. For further

increases in accelerator potential, the cathode current remained essen-

tially constant, and at the same time sole current or noise was found

to decrease. However, at the same time, the electric field and hence

the scaling parameter, as well as the beam cyclotron wavelength in the

gun and the drift region, were also increased. We have seen that on

the basis of the space-charge-limited experiments discussed in section

d-i (and also those to be discussed in se( ion d-iv)thau L. '--rease

in the scaling parameter alone might be expected to bring about a

reduction in sole current; thus it would seem that two mechanisms were

actually res,.-qible for the observations which were reported. It

should be mentioned that evidence to this effect is found in the work

of Epsztein and Maillart, 33 who noted an irregular decrease in sole

current for increasing values of accelerator and circuit voltage

corresponding to 30/i.c - 2 even with the cathode space-charge-limited.

In the same tube a similar cutoff of sole current was seen with the

cathode temperature-limited, but at a higher value of BO/Bc (lower

anode voltage) than for space-charge-limited emission.

,d-iv). Total Sole Current as a Function of the Scaling Parameter

in the Drift Region. The results of the gun cutoff measurements described

in section 1 , as well as visual observations of the beam, indicate

that a reasonably well-defined beam was ejected at the exit plane of

the long gun. Moreover, as the nature of the gun is such that the

cathc,3 Ls completely qhielded from the drift region, the sole and

circuit potentials and hence the electric field in this area may be

varied without affecting the behavior of the gun. The effect of such

variation is to cause fiell and potential discontinuities at the gun

exit, which in turn cause the beam to undulate in the drift region.

With the types of field discontinuities encountered during the trans-

mission experiments,( 20 ) such undulations were observed usually to have

an amplitude of the order of the beam thickness. It is assumed that

(20)The electric field in the drift region was never less than three-

fourths or greater than two and one-half times that supplied by the gun
electrodes at the gun exit plane.
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such small undulations have little effect on the inherent beam insta-

bilities. This assumption is a seemingly valid one, since our results,

obtained with a reasonably straight beam, are found to be in qualitative
1.. 12agreement with the earlier experiments of Astrom, which were performed

with the trochotron, an M-type device in which the beam is in the form

of a curtate cycloid (Fig. 3.1a).

In this section, we s1all describe some experiments in which total

sole current was measured as a function of the external potentials on

the drift region electrodes. On the basis of the apparent dependency of

the sole current and noise mechanisms on the mode of current limitation

at the cathode, it is reasonably safe to assume that the source of these

instabilities is to be found in the gun region, and is quite probably

associated with the formation of the potential minimum near the cathode

under space-charge-limited conditions. However, a significant result of

the present measurements is that it was found possible to greatly diminish

the magnitude of the observed sole current, merely by increasing the

electric field in the drift region over the value required for field

and potential continuity at the gun exit. As mentioned earlier, the

amount of undulation introduced onto the beam by the resulting

sudden acceleration at the gun exit plane was small. Moreover, on the

basis of visual observations, the exit plane discontinuities did not

appear to alter the beam thickness (see Fig. 5.49).

In the case of the scaling measurements which were discussed in

section d-i, both the gun and circuit voltages were varied so as to

insure approximate field and potential continuity between the gun and

drift region. As a result, the value of OA was, for the most part,

not correct, and as a consequence the form of the gun trajectories was

also perturbed from the design shape. In the present set of measurements

the gun voltage was set at the design value for a given value of B0

Current to the continuous sole was measured as a function of sole and

current voltages. For these measurements, the values of d and 6

were .100 in. and .010 in., respectively. For this geometry, conditions

for potential and field continuity at the exit were: 0S= - .4 OA '

and Oct = 3.6 OA . The following data were taken: (1). With a constant

negative value of s= .4 ' Oct was varied, resulting in a
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discontinuity both in field and potential at the gun exit plane. (2).

The values of and were varied, the ratio Oct/0 . being

maintained at a value of - 9 , thus maintaining continuity in potential,

but not electric field at the exit.

The values of normalized sole current as a function of the drift

region scaling parameter (0ct - 08 )/B 2 are shown, for both types of

measurements and for four values of B0 , in Figs. 5.36 and 5.37. No

significant circuit current was measured, except for very high values of

Oct I where its maximum value was less than 1 per cent of I c

Similar data are shown in Figs. 5.38 and 5.39 for temperature-

limited conditions at the cathode with B0 = 600 gauss. Normalized

sole current is again plotted as a function of the scaling parameter

for two values of I obtained by reducing the heater power. Thec
corresponding space-charge limited curves, as given in the two previous

figures, are also shown for comparison.

The most significant aspect of these measurements is the very great

reduction in sole current which was achieved by merely increasing the

value of the circuit potential, and hence the scaling parameter and

consequently decreasing the number of cyclotron wavelengths of the beam

in the drift region. We see in addition in Figs. 5.36 and 5.37 that

although the experimental points are closely grouped for values of the

scaling parameter less than 3 x 10" 3 v/gauss 2, for larger values of

this parameter the sole current falls off more rapidly with increasing

values of B0 * In this respect we note that as a result of scaling

the gun voltages, the trajectories in the gun have the same shape for

each value of B0 . However, 00 , the initial potential at the cathode,

does not scale in the same manner; thus for the data shown in these

same figures, 0 varies from a maximum of .144 volts for B0 = 900

gauss to a minimum of .0285 volts at B0 = 400 gauss. However, there

does not seem to be any particular evidence for correlating this variation

with the results of the scaling measurements.

In comparing the space-charge and temperature-limited data we see

that normalized sole current falls off more rapidly with increasing

values of the scaling parameter as the cathode current is decreased and

the gun becomes more completely temperature-limited. In order to see

the actual effect of temperature-limiting apart from that due to the
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decrease in Ic . we show in Fig. 5.38 points P and P2 which indicate

the corresponding sole currents for the same values of I obtainedC

with lower gun voltages with the cathode space-charge limited. Conditions

in the drift region for these points are the same as for the temperature-

limited data. We see that for Ic = 37 ma, the decrease in normalized

sole current is almost entirely due to the decrease in Ic , while for

I c = 15 ma, a significant reduction in Is/I c is seen as a result of

temperature-limiting at the cathode.

(d-v). The Distribution of the Sole Current Along the Length of the

Sole. A series of measurements were made using a modified form of the

segmented sole structure described earlier. These experiments, for the

most part, consisted in measuring the fraction of the total beam current

intercepted by each of the sole segments as a function of conditions in

the drift region and the mode of current limitation at the cathode. The

purpose of such measurements was to determine the location of the parts

of the beam characterized by the greatest instabilities (largest sole

currents) as a function of these conditions. Some similar measurements

have been reported earlier by Astrom 12 and Miller,8 and after presenting

our results, we will compare them with this earlier work.

As was mentioned earlier in discussing the details of the beam

tester, an alternate sole assembly was constructed so as to be able to

measure the distribution of sole current along the sole as a function

of the distance from the exit plane of the gun. Because of the very

low sole currents measured with the short gun, this structure was not

used in the earlier experiments. The assembly was modified for use with

the long gun as shown in Fig. 5.2. This modification was made for two

reasons: (1) the beam tester had been altered so that it was no longer

possible to bring in the twenty-eight leads required if the twenty

segments of the sole were to be connected independently, and (2) the

.250 in. length of the segments, if each were separated from the adjacent

ones, would result in a structure with a periodicity equal to X c forc
the beam under certain experimental conditions. It was felt that this

condition should be avoided if possible. The modified structure consisted

of seven insulated segments, each composed of approximately three and

one-fourth of the short segments, in close physical contact and electrically
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connected. The length of one of the modified segments was then approx-

imately .850 in., a value much larger than Xc under all experimental

conditions.

However, anomalous effects were still observed in conjunction with

the segmented structure. In comparing measurements of sole current as

a function of the drift region scaling parameter (as in Fig. 5.36) for

the two structures, under otherwise identical geometries, it was noted

that: (1) although the general dependency on the scaling parameter was

the same, the sole current was found to decrease much more irregularly

with increasing values of the scaling parameter for the segmented sole

than for the smooth structure, (2) for equal values of the scaling para-

meter, somewhat larger values of I were generally measured with the5

segented sole, and (3) under certain conditions in the drift region,

and only for the segented sole, the amplitude of the cyclotron undula-

tions on the beam was visually observed to grow or diminish with distance

along the beam in the drift region.

This latter phenomenon was particularly apparent in the range of

scaling parameters corresponding to Xc- .250 in. For Xc slightly

smaller than this value the undulation amplitude was seen to grow by a

factor of 2 to 3 in a distance of several cyclotron wavelengths, while

with X slightly larger than .250 in., a beam undulating with anc

amplitude 2 to 3 times its thickness was rendered almost completely

straight in about the same distance. For photographs of these effects

the reader is referred to Appendix D. In Appendix D, this behavior is

shown to arise from the lens action of very small discontinuities in

the drift region electric field, which resulted from the nature of the

modified sole segments. Such effects might be expected in any geometry

characterized by such periodically perturbed fields, thus for any distri-

bution measurements involving a segmented sole, provided that: (1) the

beam is reasonably well focused and rectilinear, and (2) the perturbations

occur over a distance small compared to the beam cyclotron wavelength

X and have a spatial periodicity approximately equal to X . It isc c
doubtful that condition (1) was sufficiently well satisfied for these

effects to be seen in the earlier experiments of Astr1 and Miller.

Such lens effects, which may be described as dc pumping of a dc

cyclotron wave, could in principle be very useful, either for "straightening"
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thin undulating beams, or increasing the amplitude of undulation of such

beams for applications such as the rippling beam amplifier. Consequently,

we have investigated them in detail both experimentally and theoretically

in terms of a paraxial analysis. The results of these investigations are

summarized in Appendix D.

On the basis of the foregoing observations, the absolute accuracy

of the sole current measurements made with the segmented structure is

somewhat open to question. However, we have found no reason to suppose

that the general behavior of the sole current distribution, as a function

of the drift region parameters, or conditions at the cathode, was grossly

affected by the detailed structure of the sole (see the remark made in

conJunction with the visual observations of the beam below). For a

given value of the scaling parameter, the mechanism which gives rise

to the excess energy electrons which are intercepted as sole current

appears to be largely independent of the dc shape of the beam, i.e.,

whether it be cycloidal or rectilinear. Consequently, the observed lens

effects of the segmented sole are believed not to have greatly altered

the results which we shall present.

Figure 5.40 shows the normalized sole current distribution, that

is, the total fraction of the cathode current, Isi/Ic , collected by each

of the sole segments for a number of values of sole voltage. The sole

segments are numbered in order of increasing distance from the cathode.

For these data, the gun was operated at the design conditions for B0 = 800

gauss and the sole-circuit potential difference was kept constant as

the sole potential was varied. The values of d and A were .050 in.

and zero, respectively.

Figure 5.41 shows the sole current distribution as a function of

the scaling parameter in the drift region. In this case the gun para-

meters were fixed at the design values for B = 600 gauss, the sole

potential kept constant at zero and the circuit voltage varied. For

these measurements d was increased to .100 in., while A was zero.

Figure 5.42 shows the sole current distribution as the transition

is made between space-charge and temperature-limited conditions at the

cathode. The geometry was the same as for the data shown in Fig. 5.40.

The value of OA in the gun was the design value for B0 = 600 gauss
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and Oct was kept constant at 20A . The distribution of sole current

is then shown for decreasing heater power and cathode current.

These data have a number of implications. The results of Fig. 5.41

definitely imply that the mechanism responsible for the excessive sole

current exhibits spatial growth along the beam; moreover, the rate of

this growth is strongly dependent upon the value of the scaling parameter

in the drift region. For low values of the scaling parameter we see

definite evidence of saturation in the peaked value of sole current

collected by the second and third segments. As the scaling parameter

is increased, the growth rate appears to decrease and the position of

the segment intercepting the maximum sole current is seen to shift in

the direction away from the gun at the same time the total sole current

decreases. This same evidence of spatial growth and saturation is seen

in the data shown in Fig. 5.39. A rather interesting aspect of these

data is that the currents intercepted by all of the segments after the

third are for the most part independent of the sole voltage, and are

possibly a result of secondary electrons which are emitted from the first

few sole segments. The data in Fig. 5.42 show that decreasing the

total cathode current by temperature-limiting the cathode has the same
general effect on the sole current distribution as increasing the value

of the scaling parameter in the drift region. Again, however, we must

take care to distinguish between the actual effect on the magnitude of

the sole current of either space-charge or temperature-limiting and a

similar effect due to a change in beam current. The behavior of the

data shown in Fig. 5.42 in all probability is a result of both effects.

We note that the saturation phenomena implied by these current

distribution measurements are in agreement with visual observations of

the beam. At pressures where the beam was visible, and under conditions

where the maximum amount of sole current was measured at the third seg-

ment, the beam was observed to rapidly increase in thickness upon leaving

the gun. This increase was seen to continue for a distance equal

approximately to the location of the third sole segment, at which point

the beam thickness was 2 to 3 times the value at that gun exit. Over

the remninder of the drift region the beam thickness appeared to remain

essentially constant. As the scaling parameter was increased, the
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position of maximum beam thickness was seen to shift away from the gun,

a result which is in agreement with the distribution measurements.

These observations were made for both the continuous and segmented

sole structures and for both undulating and nearly rectilinear beans.

It is useful to compare our results with the earlier work previously

cited. Figure 5.43 shows a distribution of sole current given by Astr-om.

Here sole current intercepted by a particular element of a segmented

sole structure is shown as a function of the distance from the cathode

with total cathode current, which was varied by changing the temperature

of the cathode. In this figure the electrode configuration of the

trochotron is also shown. For these measurements the side plates, used

to provide lateral beam confinement parallel to the magnetic field, were

electrically connected to the sole; hence the measured sole current

includes both sole and sideplate current. In comparing Astr n's results

with the similar measurement made with the long gun shown in Fig. 5.212,

we see that the results of the trochotron measurements are very similar

to ours on two counts: (1) the increase to a maximum, then subsequent

decrease, of sole current with increasing distance from the gun, and (2)

the shift away from the cathode of the part intercepting the maximum sole

current, as the cathode current is decreased. In comparing these results,

it should be noted that the trochotron cathodes as a rule were sufficiently

short so that the entire beam executed a looped trochoidal trajectory.

The beam from the long gun, however, was nearly rectilinear in the drift

region, and nonundulating in the gun region.

Miller has reported a series of distribution measurements, made

with the electrode configuration shown in Fig. 5.32. These measurements

were made for numerous values of the scaling parameter. In all his

measurements the cathode was space-charge limited with essentially a

constant value of cathode current. The essential feature of these

measurements is that under almost all circumstances maximum sole current

was intercepted by the first few sole segments, and smaller currents

were noted for all of the remaining segments. It should be noted that

while the electrode system used in these measurements employed a conven-

tional French short gun, much of the data was taken for smaller values

of the scaling parameter than the design figure for the gun. Thus,
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the space-charge free trajectories in the gun were not half-cycloidal,

but consisted of many very tight cycloidal loops which approximately

followed the equipotential lines from the cathode into the drift region.

Miller then correlated the high sole current measured at low values of

the scaling parameter with possible "electron trapping" in the potential

well between the cathode and the sole-circuit space (Fig. 5.32). This

observation is in agreement with the measured sole current distribution,

since if the energy exchange mechanism responsible for the excessively

energetic sole electrons were to occur in this region, it is to be

expected that the maximum sole current would be collected in the first

portion of the drift region. But in view of the fact that large sole

currents have been observed in geometries (including the present long

gun) different from Miller's and where no such potential wells exist,

it would seem that such a mechanism could at best be only partially

responsible for the observed sole current phenomenon, although it may

well have accounted for the differences between our results and those

of Astr~m, as compared to Miller' s results.

,d-vi). Temperature of the ELectrons Collected by the Sole. During

the course of these experiments, numerous measurements of sole current

as a function of negative sole voltage were made under various conditions

in the drift region, and for different geometries. Such data exhibited,

in many cases, an approximately Mbxwellian velocity distribution, although

frequent departures from this dependency were also noted. When the

velocity distribution was approximately Maxwellian, equivalent electron

temperatures of 10-100 volts (= 10k) were noted. This value is in

agreement with the results of previous workers. 8 ' 1 3 The particular

objective of these present measurements was to look for any possible

dependency of the temperature of the sole electrons on the conditions

which in the previous experiments have been found to influence the

magnitude of the sole current.

In Figs. 5.44 and 5.45, results of temperature measurements made

with the modified segmented sole are shown. The data, plotted on a

semilogarithmic scale, show current intercepted by certain sole segments

as a function of the potential applied to these segments. Measurements

were made for each segment separately, all other segments being held at
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zero potential. For these measurements, the values of d and A were

.100in. and sole.The two figures sh.-w this data for two different values

of circuit voltage, the purpose being to illustrate the effect of

changing the drift region scaling parameter. We see that these curves

are approximately half-Maxwellian. The equivalent electron temperature

T obtained from the slope of the curves and expressed in volts iseq

shown for each set of points.

We see in Fig. 5.44 that the saturation phenomena found in the

sole current distribution measurements also appear in the temperature

measurements. Thus the second sole segment intercepts the highest

temperature electrons as well as the greatest fraction of the total sole

current. Note particularly the relatively low temperature associated

with the first segment. Figure 5.45, when compared with the previous

figure, illustrates the effect of increasing the drift region scaling

parameter. The temperature associated with the second segment is seen

to be greatly reduced, while those of the third and fifth segments have

changed considerably less. No current was intercepted by the first

segment.

It was generally noted that increasing Pct , and hence the scaling

parameter, additionally, did not significantly reduce the temperatures

measured with the sole segments farthest from the cathode. Thus with

the scaling parameter equal to 5.55 x 10 - 3 v/gauss 2 , no sole current

was intercepted by the first three segments, yet equivalent temperatures

of approximately 20 volts were measured at the fifth and sixth segments.

Throughout all such measurements, it was observed that as the

scaling parameter is increased, the position of the segment at which

the maximum beam temperature is measured tends to shift in a direction

away from the gun. Similar behavior was noted earlier in the variation

in position of the segment collecting the maximum amount of sole current.

It should be noted that these results must be used with caution,

for the same reasons as were given in section d-v in connection with

the distribution measurements. Also the error introduced by secondary

emission from the sole should again be mentioned.

Temperature measurements were also made for the entire beam, using

the continuous sole plate. Typical results are shown in Fig. 5.46.
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Here we show current intercepted by the entire sole as a function of

negative sole voltage for three values of B0 , and each of these for

two values of the scaling parameter. It should be noted that for a

particular set of points, Oct was varied along with Os , so as to

keep (Oct - s) a constant. For each value of B0 , OA was fixed

at the design value.

A number of aspects of these curves are noteworthy. Increasing

the scaling parameter has the effect of lowering the measured beam

temperature. For all values of B0  for the smaller of the two values

of the scaling parameter, the equivalent beam temperature is of the

order of 80 volts, a somewhat larger value than was measured with any

particular portion of the segmented sole. An additional observation

regarding these data, which has no apparent precedent, is the tendency

for the curves to be increasingly non-Maxwellian for increasing values

of B0 . This tendency is seen for both values of the scaling parameter.
Similar measurements made under temperature-limited conditions

at the cathode showed no great change in beam temperature, although a

decrease in this quantity was noted for a decrease in beam current,

either as a result of temperature-limiting or decreasing the potential

of the gun anode, all other conditions remaining constant.

-6e. Visual Observations. Viewed at a pressure of 8 x 10 Torr,

the beam from the long gun appeared to be considerably thicker at the

exit plane than is predicted by the gun theory. Thus, while the design

method predicts a beam thickness of approximately .002 in. at the exit

plane, a thickness of about.0l0ir.as measured using a micrometer tele-

scope. As a result of close electrode spacing and reflection of cathode

glare, it was not possible to accurately examine the shape of the beam

in the gun, but it was determined that with the gun parameters at the

design values, the beam was ejected from the gun approximately centered

in the space between the focusing electrode and the anode as would be

expected from the theory.

The reasons for the apparent increase in beam thickness are numerous.

The thickness of the beam as predicted by theory approaches the limit

of accuracy of the beam viewing technique (- .0004 in. as estimated by

Wightmanl9 ). We would also expect beam spreading as a result of dc



thermal effects at the cathode. Probably the most important contributing

factor to the increased thickness, however, is rf growth in the gun.

It was noted that the beam thickness increases rapidly in the drift

region for small values of the scaling parameter (< 3 x 10"3 v/gauss 2);

and since the gun scaling parameter, although varying as a function of

position, is always less than this magnitude, there is every reason to

assume that such growth exists in the gun region as well (see section

f-i).

In Fig. 5.47 we show beam thickness as measured by means of the

micrometer telescope as a function of the distance in the drift region

from the gun exit plane. For these measurements, the value of the

drift region scaling parameter was 4.1 x 10 - 3 v/gauss2 . In the figure,

(b - 60) , the increase in beam thickness over the value at the gun exit,

is plotted on a semilogarithmic scale as a function of the distance

in inches from the exit plane. We note a slight tendency toward saturation

after a distance of about 3 in. Converting the slope of this curve to

power gain, we find o growth rate of approximately 500 db/meter, a

value, it is interesting to note, which is comparable to the maximum

value of diocotron gain in the beam.
5

A series of photographs of the beam are shown in Figs. 5.48 and 5.49.

Figure 5.48 shows the beam with the gun voltage at its design value

and with the proper sole and circuit potentials to provide potential

and field continuity at the exit plane. We see that the beam is injected

so that it undulates slightly in the drift region, although the amplitude

of these undulations is less than the beam thickness. The increase

in beam thickness and the tendency for the undulations to become blurred

out can be seen by following the beam away from the gun, in a direction

from left to right in the photograph. The cloudy area on the underside

of the beam is thought to be caused by ion current being drawn to the

sole. In the original color photographs, this area was much less intense

and of a slightly different color than the beam itself. Figure 5.48b

shows the beam under the same conditions as for the first photograph

except that the negative sole potential is increased by 50 volts. The

amplitude of the undulations appearing in (a) is seen to be decreased

as a result. It is thought that these undulations are at least partially

caused by the small injection angle at the gun exit.
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Figures 5.48c and d show the beam with the gun anode potential 14

per cent below and above the design value, respectively. We see that

in the former case, the beam in the drift region is actually straighter

than for (a). However, the undulation amplitude in (d), while larger

than in (a), is still relatively small. Noting that the 14 per cent

variation in OA results in a corresponding 30 per cent change in

cathode current, we concludedthat varying OA provides a convenient

means of controlling Ic without greatly altering the shape of the

beam.

Figure 5.49 a,b,c,d shows the effect of increasing the scaling

parameter on the appearance of the beam. The sole and circuit potentials

are increased proportionally in (b) through (d). In addition to the

slight decrease in ripple amplitude for the larger scaling parameters,

we see that the tendency for the beam to thicken from left to right,

which is quite evident in (a) and (b), is almost completely absent in

(d) for the largest value of the scaling parameter. At this same time,

the sole current is seen to essentially vanish for both (c) and (d).

It is thus possible to correlate the measurement of sole current with a

visually observed increase in beam thickness as the beam flows through

the drift region; moreover, both phenomena are seen to diminish with

increasing values of the scaling parameter.

f. Miscellaneous Experiments. Two additional experiments, both

involving modification of the basic geometry of the original long gun

optics, shown in Fig. 5.28, were performed. The object of these experi-

ments was to investigate the effect on the magnitude of the observed

beam instability, as evidenced by the sole current, of variation in the

distance over which the becm is accelerated. In the first experiment

the slow acceleration of the gun was extended from the gun into the

entire drift region by gradually decreasing the sole-circuit spacing

with increasing distance from the gun exit. In the second experiment

the transit angle, as measured by u = w t , of electron trajectoriesC

in the gun was reduced by moving the gun exit plane closer to the cathode.

In this latter case the beam was accelerated somewhat more rapidly

than in the gun as originally designed. The effect of this modification

on the beam instability was then investigated.
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(iI Adiabatic Acceleration in the Drift Region. In this experiment,

the approximate conditions of the long gun were extended by tapering

the spacing of the sole and circuit electrodes so as to provide a continually

increasing transverse electric field in the drift region.

This experiment was performed because of several earlier observations

which tended to indicate a relatively stable beam in the gun where it

is slowly accelerated. These observations included: (1) the cutoff

measurements of section b and the visual appearance of a sharply defined

beam at the gun exit plane, (2) the absence of any substantial current

to the forward focusing electrode (equivalent to sole current in the

drift region), and (3) the relatively small sole currents measured in

the portion of the drift region closest to the gun. On the basis of

these observations, it was decided to extend the region of acceleration

into the entire drift region as a possible means of achieving greater

beam stability.

From the original flow equations for the long gun,

2

x =x + u (5.5a)0 2

Y = u (55b)

E = u , (.5c)Y

we see for X = 0 that

E = J . (5.6)y

From the family of equipotentials shown in Fig. 4.4, we see moreover

that for large positive values of X the electrode curvature becomes

very small. Thus it should be possible to approximately "continue"

the gun in the drift region by means of a linear variation in the sole-

circuit spacing d , and as a result to provide continuous and gradual

acceleration of the beam in the drift region.

The electrode configuration with the appropriate electrode potentials

for a given value of magnetic field is shown in Fig. 5.50. The placement

and the value of potential applied to the circuit are determined by:

(1) the total length of the drift region, (2) the linear normalization
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factor J, (3) the requirements of field and potential continuity

at the gun exit plane, (4) the requirement that the beam not strike

the circuit at the collector end of the drift region, and (5) that Ey
shall satisfy Eq. (5.6) at the end of the drift region where X repre-

sents the total normalized distance from the center of the cathode.

For this experiment the gun configuration was unchanged.

Experimentally, the electrode system appeared to be functioning

essentially as designed. The circuit was positioned so as to be just

above the top of the bean at the end of the drift region. With the

design voltage applied to the circuit no circuit current was seen, but

for values of Oct slightly above the design potential, a sizable

fraction of the total beam current was intercepted by the circuit,

implying that the beam was beginning to graze this electrode.

However, no significant reducti.on in sole current was obtained with

this configuration as compared with the original optical system. More-

over, when the modified configuration was used in conjunction with the

segmented sole, no great change in sole current distribution was noted

from the earlier results.

These results imply that the crossed-field instability exists and

is of the same order of magnitude in accelerated as well as freely

drifting electron streams, provided that the acceleration is sufficiently

slow or adiabatic. It might be expected therefore that the effects of

such instability would build up over the rather long electron transit

times associated with the long gun. The object of the following experi-

ment therefore was to investigrte the validity of this speculation.

(ii). Reduction of the Cun Transit Angle. In this experiment

the exit plane of the gun was moved considerably closer to the cathode

than originally, and in effect, the transit time in the gun alone was

reduced by approximately one-half.

This modification was effected by removing the last portion of the

gun electrodes and extending the sole and circuit electrodes into the

vacant are:.. The modified electrode configuration and a comparison of

the exit parameters of the modified gun with those of the original

design are shown in Fig. 5.51. As shown, a rather long gap (.100 in.)

exists between the end of the gun anode and the circuit. The purpose
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of this gap was to provide a fringing field to accelerate the beam from

the exit velocity to the drift region velocity faster, in terms of

number of cyclotron wavelengths, than in the original sun, yet not as

abruptly as if the gap were not present. We see that the gap is slightly

greater than Xc of the beam at the exit plane. The total acceleration

time, expressed in terms of the transit angle from the cathode into

the drift region is then roughly about 10.8 n as compared to 14 n for

the original gun.

Experimentally, the results of these modifications were not extremely

conclusive, although some evidence was found to indicate a reduction

in the effects of the instability. As a result of the electrode con-

figuration at the gun exit, it was not possible to make measurements

of sole current which could be compared directly with data obtained

with the original long gun, such as that shown in Fig. 5.36. Instead,

the following procedure was adopted: With a given value of magnetic

field, and for the gun voltage at its design value, the sole and circuit

potentials were adjusted to obtain as straight a beam as possible, at

the same time maintaining an arbitrarily specified value of normalized

sole current. The values of Oct and 0 s so obtained were then com-

pared with the corresponding values obtained with the earlier gun, also

under linear beam conditions, and for the same value of I/I c . As

a general rule such comparisons showed roughly similar values of Oct

but noticeably smaller values of negative sole voltage for the shortened

gun. For example, for Is/I c = 10
-3 , the values of Oct and 0s

were found to be 1600 v and - 65 v, respectively. For the original

version of the gun the corresponding values were 1560 v and - 180 v.

For these conditions, the total number of beam cyclotron wavelengths in

the drift region was approximately 23 for the modified gun as compared

to 20.5 for the original geometry. We see that for equal values of

normalized sole current that almost three times as much negative sole

potential was required for the beam from the original gun than from

the shortened one, even though the latter beam was more cyclotron wave-

lengths long. Similar comparisons were noted for smaller values of

X and larger sole currents.C



On the basis of this experiment, it is not possible to conclude

that the long transit time of the trajectories in the gun was alone

responsible for the observed beam instabilities, yet the evidence does

seem to point in this direction. It is felt that additional and more

clearcut experiments of this type are now necessary.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

In this chapter the significant results of the experiments described

in the previous chapter are summarizedand some suggestions for possible

further investigations are presented. In discussing the experiments we

will consider the two guns which have been studied, both from the point

of view of verification of the design theory and in terms of their

potential utility in practical devices. In addition we will point out

some conclusions which may be drawn from the experiments regarding the

problem of crossed field instability and briefly indicate some possible

further experiments and theoretical work in this area.

A. CONCLUSIONS AND RECaN.ENDATIONS REGARDING THE GUNS

On the basis of the experiments described in sections (C-3-a) and

(D-3-a) of Chapter V we concluded that the present design method is

successful insofar as it provides a means of analytically designing con-

vergent crossed-field guns which in practice provide the current predicted

by theory. Experimentally, both guns were found to have an order of

magnitude convergence of ten to one, a value somewhat smaller than pre-

dicted on the basis of the exact space-charge flow solutions.

The short gun which was studied produced a reasonably well-defined

beam which was found to be free of excessive sole current and which is

seemingly abetter approximation to planar Brillouin flow than has here-

tofore been achieved. Anderson34 has reported noise measurements made

with a crossed-field backward wave amplifier incorporating a short gun

similar to ours and based on the same design method. His results show

noise figures comparable to O-type tubes before noise reduction methods

are employed. The short gun as it now stands is thus capable of practical

application and represents a significant improvement over previous guns.

As has already been noted, it is possible that the performance of

this gun might be further improved by better matching at the exit plane

and some additional work in this area might well prove useful. Also a

more comprehensive set of noise measurements relating noise to various

beam parameters is needed. Finally some attention might be given to the

role of thermal velocities at the cathode.
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As far as the dc aspects of the long gun are concerned, theory

and experiment appear to be in good agreement. As a result of the

appearance of the excessive sole current in the beam from this gun, its

potential utility is perhaps not so clearly established as is that of the

short gun. Yet we have shown experimentally that it is possible to

achieve a beam from this gun which is almost completely free from sole

current and, as it might be supposed, is relatively noise free as is the

short gun beam. Clearly a complete set of noise measurements would also

be useful here although since high noise and excessive sole current are

probably manifestations of the same phenomenon, the existence of one very

likely implies the other. In addition the effect of thermal velocities

at the cathode should be considered in more detail than in the present

work.

It may well be possible to reduce the effect of the instabilities

associated with the long gun by means similar to those described in

Chapter V,section (D-3-f-ii). Thus the exact analytic electrode shapes

might be used as an initial focusing element to take the beam out of the

immediate area of the cathode. A transition region employing much more

abrupt acceleration than the analytic electrodes would then be used to

increase the beam velocity to the final desired value. Undulations which

might be introduced onto the beam in this area could be removed by means

described in Appendix D. This could be accomplished in the same transition

region. By this means we believe a well-focused and reasonably stable

beam could be achieved.

B. CONCLUSIONS AND RECCt'4ENDATIONS REGARDING CROSSED-FIELD INSTABILITIES

On the basis of the measurements described in Chapter V (section

D-3-d,f) the following statements can be made regarding crossed-field

instabilities as evidenced by excessive sole current:

1. The source of the instability is to be found near the cathode

and is probably associated with the formation of a potential minimum as

a result of space-charge limiting (Chapter V, parts d-iii, d-iv, d-v,

d-vi). (21)

2. The instability results from the growth of the above disturbance

along the beam. Such growth exists both on the freely drifting portion

of the beam (d-v) and on a slowly accelerated stream (f-i). Whether

(21)These designations refer to subsections of section D-3 in Chapter

V which describe the relative experiments.
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this growth occurs in the body of the beam or along its boundaries is still

open to question. Evidence obtained in (d-ii) tends to indicate that

a majority of the excess energy electrons in the beam are to be found

near the edges,although the increase in beam thickness (e) as correlated

to the sole current distribution ';ould indicate a growth in the stream

body.

3. The total sole current is found to scale with the total number

of cyclotron wavelengths in the beam. This observation points up the

need in any crossed-field optical system for quick acceleration from the

cathode and for keeping the total transit angle w t as small as possible.

On this basis it is also possible to explain the relative stability of

the short gun beam, since the total transit angle from the cathode to the

collector in this case was roughly equivalent to that for the gun alone

i', the long gun optics.

4. The growth of the instability is not critically dependent upon

the shap of the beam, i.e., whether for a given value of X it isc

rectilinear or trochoidal (d-v).

5. Some evidence of growth in electron temperature along the beam

was found (d-vi), although these measurements are somewhat open to

question.

It may be added that the observed growth along the beam is almost

certainly related to slipping stream or diocotron amplification, although

in the case of nonlaminar flow the actual mechanism is of necessity more

complex than this simple model.

In conclusion, two possible areas of further work should be

mentioned:

A theoretical analysis of "diocotron like" growth along an adiabatically

accelerated stream, the result of which could be compared with freely

drifting diocotron growth rates, would be of considerable interest. This

problem could perhaps be attacked using a perturbation method somewhat

along the lines of the W.K.B. approximation.

Experimentally, the problem of overcoming the instabilities inherent

in the crossed-field beam would seem to be a matter either of reducing

the growth rate along the stream or somehow removing the source disturbance

close to the cathode. On the basis of the present work, the former
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approach has been shown to be a useful one; however, the latter may

ultimately provide the more satisfactory solution. One means of achieving

this end would be the use of a temperature limited cathode. However,

in addition to the undesirable loss of current, in practice it is often

difficult to achieve uniform temperature limiting over the entire cathode

suriace thus it would be difficult to completely eliminate the effect

of the potential minimum without going to very low current densities.

One alternative is the shielded " has no magnetic field at the

potential minimum. Another possibility is a gun w±w. -id located very

close to the cathode in the vicinity of the potential minimum. We

suggest that both of these devices are worthy of further investigation.
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APPENDIX A

A DC SMALL SIGNAL FIELD ANALYSIS OF A THIN UNDULATING CROSSED-FIELD BEAM

Consider a thin undulating crossed field beam in the geometry

shown in Fig. A.l. All quantities are assumed to have no explicit time

dependence and,moreover, all perturbed quantities are assumed small and

only first order effects will be considered. In the unperturbed state

the beam is situated in the plane y = y0 * The undulations are assumed

to result from improper injection optics of the type mentioned in Chapter

II, although this assumption is in no way essential to the analysis.

Finally, all perturbed quantities are assumed to have an x dependence of

the form e-iox .

In evaluating the space charge fields of the undulating beam we shall

follow the method of Buneman.34 Thus if the coordinates of a small element

of the unperturbed beam are given by x = x0 y = YO , in the perturbed

beam this same element has the coordinates x = x0 + x I , y = YO + Yl

If the amplitude of the undulation is small so that (dy1 )/(dx) << 1

Buneman shows that the discontinuity in the x and y components of

electric field across the undulating beam may be written as

E" - E+= -JAYIGo (A.la)

x x

E" - E+ =jxl a0  (A.ib)
y y E

where the superscripts + and - indicate fields above and below the

beam, respectively,and where a0  is the unperturbed surface charge density

of the sheet beam. + +

The ratios of E_ : E_ above and below the beam are determined by
y X

the external electrode configuration. The fields in these regions must

be derivable from separate scalar potentials which satisfy Laplace's

equation and which vanish at the boundary electrodes. We write these

potentials above and below the beam as

= i sinh P(y - d) (A.2a)
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and

0=02 Binh Py ,(A.2b)

where 01. and 02 include constant terms and the assumed x dependency.

The corresponding components of electric field in these regions are

Ex +.JF0 sinh 0(y -d) (A.3a)

E+ = 00, cosh ft(y d ) (A.3b)

E= + j sinh Ay (A.30)

E-= -focosh Py .(A.3d)

Inserting these relations evaluated at the beam into Eq. (A.1) and solving

for 01 and 02 results in (hereafter the e JA dependency will not be

explicitly written)

*r 0-- (y 1 cosh Py0 + jx 1 s inh 13y0) (A.J4a)

02= 0 sCn M y1 cosh 0(y 0 - d) + jx 1 sinh 13(yo - d)] .(A.4b)

If the components E xand E yof the mean field acting on the beam are

taken as

E = (E'+ + E-) (A.5a)x x x

E = (E+ +E-) ,(A.5b)

y y y

we obtain ,for the mean field components,

E 2c= Jaoinh 1 sinh 0(y0- a) + jxIsinh Py 0 sinh A(y 0 - d)}

0 (A.6a)

E = + PC0 -)2y 1cosh 0(y 0- a) cosh Py 0+ jx 1sinh 0 (2yo - d) -
0 sn d I(A. 6b)
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For convenience we will write these as

E JoAy 1 + A&(A.7a)

E Cy1  JoDxl (A.mb)

here = A_ = 2 - (A.8a)

2e 0 sinh od

B- sinh A sinh 13(y 0 - d) (.~

E 0 sinh od

C ao cosh 13(y 0 - d) cosh oy0  (A.&c)
6 0 sinh od

The linearized equations for the perturbed motion of the beanm ar then

be written as

1 . w~ + rI(fty 1 + Box,) (A.9a)

yj=- a) c * + Tj(Coyl + jDox1 ) (A.9b)

where d./dt =-JvOP , and where vo is the average electronic speed

in the beam. The differentiation is thus performed in a coordinate system

moving with velocity v 0 'Equations (A.9) may then be written (assuming

(B+ v 0 2 Ox 1 + .J(- W cvO0 + TIA)y 1 = 0J (A.10a)

J(W cv 0 + TI~l+ .i v0 2 Oy1 = 0 f . (A.lob)

The vanishing of the determinant of these two equations gives the dispersion

equation for the system
2

2 non2+ + -2 (C +B) + c(A D) +--7 (AD +BC)-p =0. (A.11)
2V0



Each of the quantities A , B , C , D defined by Eq. (A.8), when

multiplied by (A)/(v0
2 ) , is proportional to Ap26 . Since in the thin

beam approximation this quantity must be small with respect to 0c , and

since the geometrical quantities appeat.ing in Eq. (A.8) are all of order

unity, we shall ignore the fourth term of Eq. (A.8) which is of second

order. In addition, since

sinh - d)- < < i
sinh Od

it follows that

n(ID - A)2 < 0pF3 
< < ac

v 0

and as a result, that the sum of the third and fifth terms of Eq. (A.11)

is always negative, and hence that a can assume only real values. (22)

Having established the nature of its roots, we shall examine some

approximate solutions of Eq. (A.11). If all space-charge terms are

neglected, we obtain the roots

Is PC '(A.12)

as expected.

With the first order space-charge terms present, Eq. (A.11) may be

written as

2 2 cosh I3(2o - d) 2 sinh 13(2y 0 - d) 2=0is +c p2 - c 0 • 3

sinh Od sinh Od
(A.13)

We shall first consider the solutions to this equation for two

special geometries:

(1) The sole-circuit separation is small with respect to the beam

wavelength. In this case

Od <<l 1

(22)lt may be noted that this result is still valid even though the

second order terms are present since both of the products AD and BC
are always negative.
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and also

I 0 -d)I<< 1

hence we may write Eq. (A.13) as

2+ Pll.. + A CP B. P (A.14I)

d _

Noting that the third term of this expression is much smaller than the

second, we find that

a - .2 
(A.1/)

d /

(2) The beam is located midway between the sole and circuit. In

this case Eq. (A.13) reduces toi2 Im 2o

2 +..........PC2 0(A.16)
sinh C

and 2

S+$c (A.17)

2 sinh p d

where we have replaced p by Pc in the argument of the hyperbolic sin

In the limit of very large sole-circuit separation, such that d >> 1 ,

the roots of Eq. (A.17) are then given'23 ) by Eq. (A.12).

In general the solutions of Eq. (A.13) will not differ by more than a

small amount from P = ± pc . As a means of obtaining the approximate roots,

we may replace a in the arguments of the hyperbolic sine and -osine

functions which occur in Eq. (A.13) by PC . The roots are than given by

2bcosh Op(2y 0- d) A 2 5 inh A(2 -d))

P 1 " -- W_ _ = - q + cc"
2 sinh acd 2c sinh qcc

c c c(A.l8)

The implications of these results have been discussed in Chapter II.

(2 3)The second order terms which were discarded give a very sma4 1 2  2

correction even for large d ; for infinite d , 0 = + PC ( + p 6 /80c
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APPENDIX B

APPROXIMATE EXPRESSIONS FOR CATHODE CURRENT AS A FUNCTION OF ANODE POTENTIAL
AND MAGNETIC FIELD

From Figs. 4.3 and 4.4 we see that, for each of the guns, the individual

equipotentials which determine the shape of the anode electrodes are nearly

parallel. It is therefore reasonable to assume that a fairly well-focused

beam will be ejected by a gun, even though the anode potential is not the

exact design value. In this Appendix, we show how it is possible to

obtain expressions giving the approximate relationship of cathode current

to anode voltage and magnetic field, when either of these latter quantities

are varied from the design value.

We first consider the short gun (Fig. B.J). If b is the distance

in the x direction from the center of the cathode to the exit plane, we

may write, from Eq. (4.7), that for the trajectory leaving the center of

the cathode 2

b ry (Ub + Cos ub- (.1

where ub is the transit angle, in the gun, for this trajectory. In

addition, the transverse electric field at this trajectory at the exit

plane, is
J

Eoy = ---- . (B.2)

In order to put these equations into a reasonable analytical form, we

make use of the approximation

2
-- + cos %- 1) 2v (u - x) (B.3)
2

for ub =_ 27 , which is exact to third-order in Ub - 21i . This

approximation is valid to within about ten per cent from ub = 3/2 v

to 3n . From Eqs. (B.1), (B.2) and (B.3), we obtain the result

J y 2 2 (B.4)
- 2 c
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Anode OAExit plane

Cathode -

FIG. B.1--Gewuetry for the calculation of the emission relations.
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For the center of the beam, at the exit plane, we may write

EOY OA(B.5)

where h is the separation, measured in the y direction, of the anode

and focusing electrode at the exit plane. Note that this approximation

neglects the unbalance of space-charge forces due to the different amounts

of charge contained in those portions of the beam above and below the

center trajectory. In view of the uncertainty as to the precise nature

of the beam close to the exit plane, and the small component of the total

field due to space charge we shall assume this to be a reasonably valid

approximation. Recalling that a negative current density at the cathode

corresponds to a positive current, we find that

... C , D A CC~ (B.6)\,h 2,n21 I'I/

where I is the total beam current and S the effective emittingc

area of the cathode. We chopse to write this expression as

Ic = - GB 0
3 + 11BA I (B.7)

where G and H are geometrical constants given by the relations

Sbeo1
G - (B.8a)2 r2

and SI TTI
H = .

(B.8b)
Ah

For the experimental short gun, these constants have the numerical values:

G = 3.43 X 10- 8 amperes/gauss 3 , H = 2.64 x 10-6 amperes/gauss volt.

These values were used in plotting the experimental curves shown in Figs.

5.11 and 5.12.
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This same method may be used to obtain a corresponding expression

for the long gun. For this simpler case, we find that

b 3 D , (B.9)
eo%3 2

and, as before, at the exit plane, it may Le shown that

JEo = __.Y_ Ud (B.10O)
Oy W

Here, no such approximation as Eq. (B.3) is necessary. Combining Eqs.

(B.9) and (B.1O), we obtain the result

y 2w 2
nCO('O ) 2(B.nl)

c

Using Eq. (B.5) for the exit plane field and writing Eq. (B.11) in terms

of the total current, we find that

c 2w bh2  (B.12)
c

which we write as 2

I =M- , (B.l3)
c B

where Sc0

2bh 2

For the experimental long gun, this constant has a value(2
4 ) of 4.28 x 10 4

amperes gauss/volt 2  This value was used in plotting Figs. 5.23 and 5.24.

(24) This value may be compared with 4.06 x i0"4 amperes gauss/volt2

the exact design value.
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APPENDIX C

A METHOD FOR IMPROVING THE LONGITUDINAL HC4OGENEITY OF THE EXPERIMENTAL
MAGNET

In this Appendix, a very simple method for improving the uniformity

of the magnetic field used in the crossed-field gun experiments is

described.

A sketch of the geometry of the magnet pole pieces is shown in Fig.

C.1. Before any attempts at improving the field uniformity were made,

B0 (in the z direction) was found to vary as a function of the x-directed

distance from the center of the pole faces shown in Fig. C.2. The gun

and drift region occupy a length of approximately 7 in., and we see that

the unmodified magnet would result in a variation in B0 of approximately

3 per cent over this distance. However, by the addition of the four shims

shown in the sketch, the uniformity of field was substantially improved.

The variation in B0 after these modifications, is also shown in Fig. C.2,

and we now note a variation in B0  of less than 1 per cent over the region

of interest.

The optimum shape and position of the shims was determined by trial

and error, using thin strips of soft iron to build up the shims to the

proper thickness. Upon the satisfactory completion of this work, shims

of the proper size were machined from a single piece of material and

attached to the pole faces with nonmagnetic clamps.

With regard to field uniformity in the z-direction, B0 was found

to vary about 1 per cent over a distance of 1 in. (the approximate width

of beam) located midway between the pole faces. It was assumed that this

inhomogeneity was sufficiently small to be ignored.
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APPENDIX D

AMPLIFICATION AND ATTENUATION OF DC CYCLOTRON WAVES BY MEANS OF A PERIODIC
PERTURBATION IN TRANSVERSE ELECTRIC FIELD

In this appendix we shall examine the effects on an M-type crossed-field

beam of small periodic perturbations in the applied transverse electric field.

In making measurements with the segmented sole (Chapter V), under certain

conditions growth or decay in the amplitude of cyclotron undulations on

the beam was noted. It has been shown that the M-type beam is not subject

to dc instabilities as is the hollow beam, consequently such behavior must

be the result of the action of external fields on the beam. We will show

how these observations may be explained on the basis of a type of dc pump-

ing which results from periodic perturbations in the applied electric field,

provided that such perturbations have a periodicity approximately equal

tc X and occur over a distance small compared to X . With these con-c c
ditions satisfied it is then possible to either excite or damp out beam

undulations, depending on the relative phasing of the applied fields and

the beam.

1. Summary of Experiments

The geometry of the segmented sole structure is shown in Fig. D.la.

The details of this structure have already been discussed in conjunction

with the long gun experiments in Chapter V. The important point to be

noted is that small grooves or slots exist at the sole surface where the

short segments which make up the longer insula . segments are in contact.

These grooves result from a slight radius (- .0005") at the edges of the

short segments which were incurred during fabrication. These Grooves are

clearly seen in the photograph in Fi,. 5.2. On the basis of the experi-

ments to be described below, we have concluded that the fields from these

small slots are responsible for the anomalous behavior which was observed.

In making the transmission measurements with this structure, anomalies

both in sole current and in the visual appearance of the beam were noted

when X of the beam was approximately .250 in. With X slightlyC C

smaller than this value the amplitude of the cyclotron undulations on

the beam was observed to increase with distance along the drift region,
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Each insulated segment composed of
three .250 in. and one .0Q90 in. copper
ubsegments mounted on sapphire rods (not shown)

/ Circuit

PI
.250 *250 70.?~\Mc

|in.\-Mica 
spacers

r-First segment econd segme -Third segment-

a. Segmented sole structure.

*Beam

Circuit

.00 in.

SoleT

.6 M 1 .1090 °

in. in. in. in.

Slot detail

b. Slotted sole.

FIG. D.l--Geometry of the segmented sole
and the slotted sole.
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while for X slightly larger than .250 in. such undulations decreasedC
in magnitude with increasing distance from the gun. In measuring sole

current as a function of the beam cyclotron wavelength, curves similar

to those shown in Figs. 5.36 and 5.37 were obtained except that Is

was found to decrease more irregularly with increasing Xc , particularly

near the value of X = .250 in. A peak in sole current was found toc
correspond to growing cyclotron undulations, and an abrupt decrease in

Is was noted when Xc was increased sufficiently to observe damped

undulations (this behavior is clearly illustrated in Fig. D.3)

Upon replacing the segmented sole with a continuous plate, none of

these phenomena was observed. However, when four grooves were cut onto

the first portion of this smooth sole as shown in Fig. D.lb, similar

anomalous results were obtained with X of the beam approximately equalc
to .160 in., the spacing between the slots. Fi.'ur2 D.2 shows two photographs

of the beam, illustrating growing and damped cyclotron undulations. These

photographs show the sole and circuit electrodes and the position of the

four slots in relation to the beam. Note in (a) where the beam undulations

exhibit growth that the portions of the beam in the slot fields have

negative slope, while in (b) where the undulations are damped out the

portions of the beam in the slot fields have positive slope.

Figure D.3 shows a comparison of normalized sole current as a function

of the drift region scaling parameter for the slotted and the smooth

sole. These data were obtained with otherwise identical geometries,

magnetic field and applied voltages. For these data it should be noted

that X = .160 in. corresponds to a sole-circuit potential differencec

of 1050 V which is approximately where the points taken with the slotted

sole begin to deviate from those obtained with the smooth sole.

From these results we concluded that the small periodic perturbations

in the tranoverse electric field provided by the slots are capable of

substantially altering the dc characteristics of the beam. Each of the

slot fields acts as a lens which causes the beam to change direction as

it passes through the field. In order for the effect to be cumulative

over a series of such perturbation3,the periodicity of the slots must

be sufficiently close to X so that all of the slot fields act onc
alternate half wavelengths of the beam. We shall now use an approximate
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(a). Amplification

(b). Damping

FIG. D.2--Photographs illustrating amplification and
damping of dc cyclotron undulations by means
of periodic perturbations in the transverse
electric field.
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paraxial analysis to calculate the amount the beam is deviated in passing

through the field of a single slot. For small deviations the effect of

several slots can be then obtained approximately by linear superposition.

As it is primarily an order of magnitude calculation, this analysis is

only intended to show that the fields from such small slots in the sole

can account for the observed phenomena.

2. Anlyi

Next we wish to examine the effect on a thin crossed-field beam of

a narrow slot in the sole. Consider the geometry shown in Fig. D.4a.

In order to be able to use a simple analytic expression for the slot field

and potential we will analyze the configuration shown where the sole is a

thin conducting sheet and the slot is of length 2a . The sole circuit

spacing d is assumed to be large compared with both a and 5 , the

beam thickness, and in addition both a and 6 are assumed to be small

compared with X .c
We may obtain the potential and fields in this configuration by

means of a conformal transformation. The imaginary -part of the complex

potential

- - Eo (Z + V 2 - a )  (D.1)

gives the potential for the geometry shown in Fig. D.4b in the upper half

plane. A sheet conductor is located along the real axis for - c < x < - a

and a < x < w . The term E0 represents a uniform field (in the - y

direction) present when a = 0 . Before deflection the beam is assumed

to be a distance y0  above the plane of the sole. We then have

ro I M (Z + '4z2 -a2)  (D.2)

2

and

y Re (6 = Re + (D.3)E 2 d) 2 Vl z 2- a
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FIG. D. 3--Comparison of normalized sole current
as a function of the scaling parameter
for the smooth and slotted sole plates.
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a. Configuration of the paraxial analysis.
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b. Geometry for the complex potential of Eq. (D.l).

FIG. D.4--Geometries for the paraxial analysis.
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For the field and potentials due to the slot, we may write

l =0- 00 (D.4a)

E1 --0 (D.4b)

where 00 is the potential for a =0 . We then have

01= i m(- z +z7 -7) , (D.5a)
2

and

E L 2Re (1 + ( D. 5b)2 -V z2  - a

The ballistic equations for the beam are

k: qE x + wC

y = qE y w .o (D.6a)

From conservation of energy we have

2 *2 ' 2(D.7)x 0  + =Y . 2TIO •D7

Here o P YO and 00 are the unperturbed velocity components and beam

potential in the absence of the slot. Taking the first order perturbation

of this equation to obtain the effect of the slot on the beam, we have

(denoting perturbed quantities by subscript 1),

2"0 o + Oyl = - 2TI1 + 2rEOyl

We shall ignore the second term on the left since k is assumed to be

small. We then have

= + (D.8)
i _
0 0
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The y ballistic equation for the perturbed quantities is then

2

Y1 +W cY, ij~ - Ol(D.9)

which may be written as

1 yl = r.E. (D.10)

dx 1
01

From this equation we may find the integrated value of Yl in going

through the slot field. By integrating Eq. (D.10) along the contour

y = YO we have

0 f dx + c y dx E 1 Jdx - Wc f idxd x I EO01

We furthermore assume that yl = constant = 0 in the region in which

the beam is influenced by the slot. We then obtain, for 4 1 , the

change in transverse velocity of the beam caused by the slot

2

0 ld CI jfldx (.1
l -- f ldX (n. ll)

We next examine the two integrals f Eldx and f Oidx along

y = Y0 , where the limits of integration are + = . The contribution

of the first of these integrals is zero, for if Wl = 1i + JOl , then

E 1 = / y = 3 1/bx as a result of the Cauchy-Rieman equations. Then

along the contour y = yo , wL' Iwind

I l dx = f dx = 0 (D.12)
iy o x

since both real and imaginary parts of W1  vanish on y = y0  for

sufficiently large positive and negative values of x . But since

fEldx = 0 , it follows that j Oidx must be independent of the value(25)

(25)Note that this result implies that the deviation of the beam is

independent of the distance of the beam from the sole as long as y0 
<< )c
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of YO p thus we may integrate along the contour y = 0 from - a to + a

We then obtain

a af 1 dx = a~2 )mf C dx (D13
-a -a

which evaluates to

l =,(D.l1l)
-a

We then have

-C (D.l5)

The beam is therefore deflected through an angle bV which is given by

the expression

= __ c(D.16)

k0 4k02

To first order, the amplitude of the beam cyclotron undulations is changed

by an amount 2&r , where Ar is given by

*cf* CDa 2

,&r = - = w c2(D.17)
c 0o

The sign of Ar depends on the phasing of the slot with respect

to the beam. The effect of the slot field is always to turn the beam

towards the sole, thus if a slot acts on an element of beam with positive

slope, the magnitude of the slope is decreased and Ar is negative.;

however, if the beam has a negative slope at the slot the magnitude of

the slope is increased and Ar is positive.
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We may evaluate Ar from the following set of typical experimental

conditions:

= 1.06 x 1010
c

a = 2.54 x i0"4 m

ko = 7.9 X 106 m sec-1

Then we have 2r = 1.36 x 10-4 m = .0054 in.

These parameters a.d approximate±y - - of the photograph shown in

(D.2a). From a direct measurement from the photograph, noting that the

sole circuit spacing is .100 in., we find that the effect of the four

slots is to increase the amplitude of the beam cyclotron undulation by

roughly .020 in., thus despite the approximations in the analysis, the

results are seen to be in reasonable agreement with the observations.
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